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The Marshall University Oral History of Appalachia Program is an 
attempt to collect and preserve on tape the rich, yet rapidly disappearing 
oral and visual tradition of Appalachia by creating a central archive at 
the James E. Morrow Library on the Marshall campus. Valued as a source 
of original material for the scholarly community, the program also seeks 
to establish closer ties between the varied parts of the Appalachian region-
West Virginia, Virginia, Ohio, and Kentucky. 
In the Spring of 1972, members of the Cabell-Wayne Historical Society 
joined with Dr. 0. Norman Simpkins, Chairman, Department of Sociology and 
Anthropology, and Dr. Michael J. Galgano of the Department of History in 
establishing the program. The Historical Society and other community 
organizations provided the first financial support and equipment. In 
April 1974, the Oral History program received a three year development 
grant from the Marshall University Foundation allowing for expansion and 
refinement. In 1976, the program became affiliated with New York Times 
Microfilm Corporation of America. To date, approximately 4,200 pages of 
transcribed tapes have been published as part of the New York Times Oral 
History Program. These materials represent one of the largest single 
collections of Appalachian oral materials in existence. Royalties earned 
from the sale of the transcripts are earmarked for the continuation of 
the program. 
The first interviews were conducted by Marshall University History 
and Sociology students. Although students are currently involved in the 
program, many interviews are conducted by the Oral History staff. Graduate 
students are strongly encouraged to participate in the program by taking 
special topic courses in oral history under the supervision of Dr. Robert 
Maddox, program director since September 1978. 
The program seeks to establish contacts with as broad a variety of 
regional persons as possible. Farmers, physicians, miners, teachers, 
both men and women all comprise a significant portion of the collection. 
Two major types of interviews have been compiled: the whole life and 
the specific work experience. In the whole life category, the interviewer 
attempts to guide cubtly the interviewee through as much of his or her life 
as can be remembered. The second type isolates a specific work or life 
experience peculiar to the Appalachian region and examines it in detail. 
Although both types of interviews are currently being conducted, emphasis 
is now placed on the specific work experience. Recent projects are concerned 
primarily with health care, coal mining, and the growth of labor organizations. 
Parts II and III of the Oral History of Appalachia collection were 
compiled by Dr. Robert F. Maddox, Director, and processed by Ms. Brenda 
Perego. 
Dr. Robert F. Maddox, Director 
Ms. Brenda Perego, Processor 
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CONDUCT ~D .3Y: 
TAY~~TEVILL: , w~sr VIF3INIA 
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~specially toward oil imports 
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fee, Jam 2s (1917- ) 
rormer member of congress, West Virginia's fifth district, 
1965- 1973. Son of John ~ce (1874- 1951), m2mber o: congress 
1933- 1951, and Elizabeth Kee (1895- 1975), member of congress 
1951- 1965. Kee discussed his his mother's parents, his 
mothers childhood, education and early jobs. How she helned 
her husband in his congressional work, and her attitudes 
towar~ oil imnorts in the 1950's . He then discusses his 
childhood, education, early jobs, and his role as assistant 
to the clerk of the House. He also discusses the workings 
,,1 
·:n-i: ,. r. 1-:ee to start the intervie·.-: today, I ··:oulc like fo~ y')u t-:> 
tell ne a little bit about you~ ~othe~•s parents. 
thank you Bill. ::0ther \'las born in ::- .-:,ano}-ce, Virginia on 
Ju::'_y 7, 1895. She was the dau;hter o: C0l0nel and ;;rs. Jesse 
Wade Simpkins of ?0anoke. Uh :y grandfather uh had been a 
col0nel and he was in the real estate business uh in Toano~e. 
And uh mother's ~other was a Hall, an~ checking back through he~ 
ancestors she was related to, o~ all people, George ~ashington, 
through his his brother. And uh she was a very active member 
of the DAR, she attended shcool in F0an1ke and Fadford, 
(unint elligible, . ) and ~y grandfather was in Pad:ord :or 
a while, she werit back to roanoke, she finished high school, 
and uh she attended Foanoke 3uisness College, and took her the 
I 
course, the stenographic course. ~ell , uh, unusual thing I 
remember her telling me about it, was when she started ta~ing 
typing and she'd finish. They would~'t believe her. She was 
just a natural with typing. ~·:a tter of fact I've seen her many 
times, uh when she'd think she'd think behind the typewriter, 
and she could type just as fast as you or I co~ld write. (3H: 
hum hum) :irst job that she had she was secretary of '.•i~ (Connors ), 
who was the business manager of the r-oanoke Times. Fight during 
those early days, of course be~ore my time (coughing ) (B]: hum 
hum) I'm going by what I remember her telling me and some o: 
those people I knew during their life time. She got interested 
in politics, we had a fella in r- oano1:e running :or congress. .Jhe 
got interested in helping him because she was a friend o~ her 
bo£ses. ':lell then :-r.other wen-: t .-:, •::or]: ~or a court reporting 
-r. 
l rrr.. I think the na:'.} e wa s :ia:- t an:i . Or ri s . :'hen !!lOther moved 
to Blue~ield, that where I was born, Bluefield, West Virginia, 
and she ~as a court reporter, and I've heard ~any people say 
she was the best. ·•:hen I was little, so!:letimes I'd go with her 
when she'd take depositions in trials. I reme~ber a few very 
interesting times and you'd have some people o: foreign birth 
who were coal mining, mining coal that spbke very broken 
English. :1any a time, when the judge couldn't quite under-
stand what the witness said, he'd call on the court reporter, 
who happened to be mother, to read back the witnesses testimony. 
And quite some interesting experiences uh that uh that had 
happened. Well mother was a very gracious and very active 
lady. She did what a lot of ladies did, after her marriage 
she settled down, she gave up court reporting, as such. Uh, 
she tended at that time to help dad a little bit, uh, occasionally. 
Of course she was a member of the DA?, and a member o: the 
garden club, I remember she had one of the most beautiful 
s he san 3 in th e choi r . I rs~e~b er one day s he a nd dad ~ere 
tal~in~, and d~d s ai t , well, he said dear, he had to call 
conve r sation in the hou s e. He 3a i ~ ~sa~, yau take car e o~ the 
,.1 
•. ,:_r • .. . 
bother ec hi s 12.".r o~~__,...i c ~ 2. t 2. tll. 
ei;:ity y~2.:s old 1:;hen she died, had 2. li ttl-? 2.'- thri tis, bu-: 
r::.iec 2.s she ,·:2.s \'ihen she ·, ·as an elc:?:"." gi~~1. :Jnly di :":r er enc s 
··:as she had a little :,roble:-:! '::i th with 2.rthri tis in her, in 
her last yea::s. And she '::as ver-y, she tTavel ed vii th dad where 
ever he went she went with hi~. . (inaudible) .. well 
she was a comnanion. And she ~ade some (cough) pretty potent 
ob~ervations that only the wi~e of an active ~an can maks. Ok 
what do you want next? 
J:: J~~ ~irst ran f or con~ress in 19~8 . Actually, mothe~ ~ifn't 
:no".' a thin::; abrmt p0li tics in th0se days . 3he'd haf nrevious 
ex~erience b e~or e y0u :no·~, thP interest?d in friends, but when 
y0ur husban~ run, it was a little di~ferent story. Andi:"' y0u 
re~ember in 19?8 , a ~amoc ra t f i d not s t and a chance in southern 
west Vir~inia, but dad ran. And noth e~ cam ~aigne~ with him, 
'.~ell I ~as littl2, and I, I went with hi~, I went with him 
sometimes when mother didn't ~o. And, uh, she learnen auite 
a bit about campaignin::s, just as an observer. :.'Bll when dad 
ran in 193~ he was successful. ·. :el l mother became mar~ and 
more· int ~rested in campaign asJect o: uh, public li~e. :o, 
uh wh~n dad was elected to congrs3s t0 begin ~•ith, uh ~other 
A , .. 
0nly had t" 10 secretaries. U!-1 he had a S :; crstary 2.nc. thE: 
0ther empl0yee is what they called an ad~inistrative assistant. 
·~ell da~ ha~ another secretary, that was m?ther. Now in his 
early days nother did not g0 into his 0:"fice. 3ut she ~n ew 
nretty much what was going on. Jne thing that dad had a very 
strict policy ab0ut was answering his ~ail. Uh, a letter never 
came into his 0Pfice without he read it. I rem?mber he would 
be UD till twelve o'cl0c·;:, 1Jne 0'cloc·,;: even as late as :"our 
0'cl0c': in the morning at h0rne answering his mail. ~other w0uld 
ta·ce the dictation d0'::n, you knoi•,r she wasn't on the payroll, and 
uh, she learned a l0t about actually k0w much auth0rity a member 
o~ c0ngress has, thr0ugh his dictation. In 193~, when dad had 
a v~ry serious cor0nary thromb0sis heart attack, at that point 
in time he hired m0ther as his secretary. It then became her 
j0b, 0:" c0urse she wante~ to, n0 letter came into that 0ffice 
~ith0ut she read it. ~he, she, she ~new pe0ple in the district 
both pers0nally and m0re im~0rtantly, she knew them through 
the c0r::esp0ndence. ~ha ts ··:hat truly gav2 her an insi;:sht, as 
an individual, 0n her own, as to the needs of the district. 
And dad needed her heln at that time, which to him was inval-
uable. 
~H: How old was your father in 193t, when he had this heart attack? 
J~: Oh, sixty-one, and uh then mother uh (cou gh ) while she, when 
she was first in ~ashington, she wrote a c0lumn which was used 
by several papers, papers in ~est Virginia, a weekly column 
called ~e~notes. Then she uh, well the original c0lumn was 
called ~ashin3ton ridbits, but uh, that ~asn't a vE:ry accurate 
title :f'0r it, uh she changed the na!':e 0:r that colur:m t0 ·-:een0tes. 
Then in later years ·vhen televisi0n can.1e into being in southern 
··:est Virginia, she iniated a radio and televisi0n wee~ly news, 
uh, rep0rt called the Kee Fep0rt, that was about f0ur minutes 
and fifty-five or f0ur minutes and fifty seconds each. Purpose 
of that column was to explain legislation, what's going on, 
as it affected, n0t 0nly the peoJle in the fifth c0ngressional 
district, but the people in all c0al producing districts, the 
pe0ple in all rural areas, throughout the United States. And 
it was for a while, it was a very very popular program. We've 
covered quite a bit about what her job as administrative aide 
to dad was. She was his buffer, not that he needed a buffer, 
but, I can remember when his duties were so bogged d0wn in the 
field of foreign affair~, that it was quite natural for her, of 
course she had this gift and at·il.i ty, -: '.J :,~~c 0 ')"/ :::::··· :1::::.~-.~- ') .,1 .... • ., 
day to day operations 0f the 0:" f ic e. .::.nd l"° ... - l, """' . u. - r.1a ·-: e 0ne thing 
clear, she never did anythin~ dad didn't ~now ab0ut. In ot:ier 
·1ord3, they were t~o people that uniquely fit together as 0ne 
mind. 30th of them c0r.1plet ely deficat ed t0 d0ing a job. The 
uh )~-·)bl e"': , r:me thing that ca:::e up, that ·::as very i:n!)tJY·t an:, 
y0u have to re~e~ber at that p0int i~ ti~e the fi:th congressi0nal 
district in the United States. You have to rs~s~ber at that 
Uniter: .3tates . 
, :...:.. 
3tates wsre heated ~ith coal. 
·:ell, actually they were i~por t ing oil, g Jsh I have to re~e~ber· 
something li~e about four cents a gallon in those days. That 
might sound strange to you. ( ,.'::: That does sound strange) but 
it was. 7 our barrels o~ oil would replace one ton a~ coal. 
?br exarn,le we spent a lot o~ ti~s in ~ashington, drivin~ fro ~ 
'1ashington ta the dist r ict, particularly our ho~e in 3luefield. 
And (coughs) and you could see ~o~e and more people conv 2~ ting. 
They were converting to oil, and that did obviously, in those 
days, opposed, uh, creat ed a very serious economic oroblerr for 
the coal op erators, miners , it creat ed problems ~or the rail -
roads. Now of course railroads, they could haul, they could 
haul oi 1, but you have t0 :·:: :r e:-:1ber your truc':in ; ind us try ·:.,as 
gro~in~ in those days. ~hey have these larger tankers li~e you 
see going in to the filling 2tations today. ·.:ell they st2.:>:ted 
ta~in~ a tre~endous amount of the oil business away ~rom the 
railr0ads. '·'ell .thi' s •"as - ~ ..,.,,...,1° i i . ,v .::> .L; •. ..:_.J - , we were buildin~ more high~ays, 
you ~now, ~or more access. Cheaper to ship by trucks, (coughs) 
th2n it is by railroad, so all th0se ~actors were doing down to 
simply to create economic, (c~u;h) ~r0ble~s :or all coal 
producing areas. 
~H: ;;hy do y0u think these, you said these pricss were artifically 
low, ~hy were they artificially low? 
J:: ~311 bac~ in those days (coughs) our oil industry cont., t~ ~ 
:aig, Big 3even controlled the production o: :'o:::-eign 0il. :'he 
labor was cheap, it could, get your oil out o: the gr0und, 
uh, also, you mu~t remember that the oil com~anies. Yes 
we have oil refineries in the United States, but because the 
availability o"!' oil in -ror~ign c0untries, it 2ta::t-2d out in 
:~exico, went down to Venezuela, thats long be:ore you eve:: heard 
about the I:'id-:::ast. Uh, they nut th-2ir nost mod3rn re:inin; 
~lants in those c0untries. They could get the oil out of the 
ground, with cheap labor, they didn't have any minimun wages 
in those countries in those days, uh and ship it to the United 
States, and put a barrel o: uh crude oil on the United Jtates, 
on the east coast for example, o: the United ~tates, at very 
little cost. That's what I mean,uh, by cheap oil, just the 
fact, uh, the ovmers and the suppliers just had the, had the 
advantage. 
WH: The oil companies then maybe were running a t~tter public 
relations in Washinzton than the coal indust~y at that time. 
(Jt<: oh sure, sure) They were actually buying up ... 
J?:: un-~ortunat9ly, when the coal industry was .such that they didn't 
b-2lieve in advertising. They didn't. They said, and I reme~ber 
this first hand, talk to them, oh no people think coal is dirty 
·:lhy advertise? Un:'ortuna t-:;ly that was the thin·-::ing back in 
thos-2 days. Different now. You watch on television and see 
the coal association put these announcements on t~levision, 
you dicn't have television back in those days, as such, but 
they didn't think that uh, publicity ~eant anything. 
,,1 
·,·IH: Do y0u thin'~, i: perhaps the coal indust::---y had pror.'Jted coal 
more in the thirties when the oil co~panies were buying u~ 
large areas, buying up whole c0untries, mo~e or less (.I'.{: Yes 
thats what they were doing) the trend could have been changed, 
the problems we have now could have been avoided? 
. .r(: It couldn't have been avoided. Uh, pe'Jple might have been a 
little bit more aware of the problem. At that paint in time 
we ·:new we had our c0al reserves. We ',:ne•:: it would last fo!" 
~ive or six hundred years. They thought, well, we've got it, 
people will come to us. They did not engage in research and 
development in those days to find out what other uses uh, uh, 
coal, uh, what other uses, uh, you have to have coal. Now the 
oil companies had. They didn't ~~1.( -- Uh, coal, gosh I 
re:r.i :=:!"lber this, this •11as bac·: in, oh, ea r ly :i:ti es, I r e:-:ie::1b 0:r 
there was fi v e thousand ite~s 0n the ex~ort, if you diin•~ 
have coal, you c'Juldn't have then. ·~ny ~ edicine s had t0 hav e 
~ r you ~i dn't hav ~ coal you 
c0uldn't have an asni~in tabl et. 
T 
that. s2..1c: 
--_·(? ll, that ··., ould only u s E: a s:--~2. 12. "Ja:: t o: c0al. 
~'J~ th a a dvanta 3 e 'J ~ that syste7 , us in; the c oa l b~= , , r athe~ 
than an oil tar· bas ~, y 0u n'Jti c ~ ~n ~he paved ~oads ··h sn the 
h--:>l.:s. You ':n0w ·:1hy they have :)Ot hol:::s clQn't you' !he oil 
It leave~ a voi~ cto·-n there, 
(coughs) -"'0r ,.•rate:"' and ice to g':;t int0, that's ·.·:hat b2-e2.>::s U:_:) 
the:e :roas.s. ··.'h -2::--e a c0al bass, uh, doesn't have. It's just 
un~ortunat e tha~ only(c-:,ughs) a s~all part (coughs) o~ c0al, 
they coul~n•t see, sure we can produce c0al but what are we 
going t0 da with the rest o~ it? Just a question, uh, o~ 
hindsight's better than :"'oresight. ( ,.'H: UG- w:1) Arn: I'r1 surprisec 
today that somethin~ li~s that hasn't been done. Y0u know and 
pu~sued ~uch more aggressively. Alright let ~e :"'ind it here. 
~·.rH: ··_'£?11 let's 6 0 back, ·.·:e 've come up th2:'ough ths ,-:,il i;;1]0rtant 
business now. 3ac'c to your childhood a little bit. 
3·~. H-sll, I ,.,·:rot? something and uh, uh, I can't tell. 
(DaDSTS shu:1":.--~le) I wrote it do•·,n this morning. 
a bunch o-"' jobs I plu.rn :"'orgot about then .. 
hell did you as·-~ r:ie about that:' . 
There's 
1•1ha t in the 
~.7:i: 0~< ;,~:. :(e e tell me a li ttl9 bit about your· childh00d then. 
J?:: ·,.'ell I had a per=~ectly ··:onder"ul childhood. I'hin~s were per-
-"'ectly no:rmal, and uh I had a good tims. Uh, I went to school, 
I attended the nublic schools in ~ercer County, I went to the 
uh, well you ~no~, I got a little lazy, and uh, in my school 
wor':, and uh, I wound un in the Catholic school. ·.:ant to say 
that ;•.,as sood training 'Nhen I got in that Catholic school, 
that's ··:here I learned to study. I '.''ent ::ram the:re t0 }r ,3enbrier 
:•.-ili tary School, and I ,·:ent to the Greenbrier ;•ili tary Sch00l, 
to the ~oodward Jchool ~or 3oys . As a matter o~ fact fro~, 
I ~inished my senior year, I think it was the last three 
months. of rny senior y3ar at the ~ood~ard ichool f or 3oys. 
·:,' ell be-~ore I went to Greenbrier and the '•hod 1Nard 3chool for 
Boys, I always li~ed to have something to do, when I ~as a kid, 
I went out from door to door, use to sell :or f ifty cents, uh 
:or :ifty cents, coupons f or p eople go UD to a little photosraphers 
shoJ and get their pictures made. Get their children's picture. 
Then, the next thing I did, I was a food hop, you know what a 
food hop is? (WH: No sir) Got a job one summer (laughs) I 
wor1ced :-~rom seven o'clock in the morning to twelve o'clock at 
night. I walked four miles to work every morning, and four 
miles back every evening. And a little place out in the 
country (coughs) on the Virginia side o:': the line between 
Bluerield, West Virginia and Bluefield, Virginia, on the Virginia 
side of Blue~ield College. And uh, a little uh, place you know, 
drive in, and waited on cars, uh. Di dn't have beer or anythin~ 
in those days you know. ?eople's ~amili es would drive out you 
'cnow, and they would br ing their children and have a sandwich 
you lcnow and a c0ca- cola or co:f :': ee, and t!1at's ·-::hat, what it. 
I made the !'!lagnificent salary o: one d0llar a week . ( laught er) 
Then uh, uh, I went to ~ork as a laborer. That was about th e 
hardest work, physical work I ever did in my life. I wo r ked for 
Blue ~ield Produce and Provision Company. Now that's loading and 
unloading of carloads of watermelons, sacks of potatoes, 
cabbage , celery. Now that rou5hest thing to unload, the hardest 
one, is a carload of bananas. You see you have to see it, 
:n-:,·.v it. I did that one su~mer to keen in condition for 
.. 1 
11 
playin~ ~ootball. I had a good time, I did a mans job. I 
wor'ced alr:mg uh, with the laborers, but to me it was a good 
job. Then I established a business, and I .think it was the 
~irst one in West Virginia. City Delivery Service :ro~ Blue~ield. 
One summer, bought myself a Ford car. Mind you, I wasn't 
old enough to have a driver's license. Dad was in ~ashington, 
(coughs) attending congress at that time. I had been driving 
since I was ten years old anyhow, I was fourteen. I went out 
and bought myself a car, established me a business, and I 
wanted, uh, uh, I believed in economy, so I went to the stores 
and uh ir: Bluefield, and I said now t·.:o days a 1:1ee}i:, uh, I ":':San 
twice a day, at nidmorning, and mid a~ternoon, ~hen your selling 
the street, they use to t ravel by st~set cars in those days . 
l'hey didn't hav-c: taxi cabs, or uh, any bus:2s ·:.rhich y0u have n•Y: . 
I said you c0llect the t sn cents ~ro~ the~ I'll collect :Yo~ 
you . P.nc I' 11 co::ie by and ~ic:: up eve:::-·ythinz that you h2.ve . 
a lso, uh, I ;ot SJecial de livery . 
:;,:12.id all 
d0, I had the business 
2.nd g0ing. I had a gave hi~.~ 
business and gave hi~ the ca:::-·. 3ac:: ·Nent. 
S0 then ··,'hen I :inished .sch0ol anc. I ·::ent to enr0ll in George 
·;ashi~3t0n University and 30 ~0 college. }ell I ·:ms in c0llege 
:or a ~hile and I didn't liks it, didn't like the professor. 
·· :,ll I just trans:""er1~2c. int0 la··., school, bac:~ in those days 
it ··:2.s not necessary to have a college de:;-:.~ee to g0 t,J la1:: 
scho0l. .Tell I attended Southeastern 'Jniv::.~si ty School 0: La•:,. 
3chool o:::-- Law at Southeast'::rn Univsrsi ty vms 2. very uniq_ue uh, 
la"' school. It was a law sch0ol which pri~arily y0ur teachers 
were distinguished attorneys. They were fed:,~al j~dges, they 
,-,ere what you call dis t!.-ic t judges. in · 'ashin;t-0n, uh like y0ur 
judges of ~he circuit court here. Uh, ~embe~s o: the justice 
denartrnent. And the Southeastern University Jc~0ol a: Law had 
a unique cou:rse which :or tuna tely I ·::as abls to ~8articipa te in 
and that ·.vas 0:.rha t they called a la··: revie·:1 C'J 'J.) se. 
three month course. Now that three months, it covered three 
y::;ars, ,·::1en you got into that course th"=Y st2.rted y0u from 
beginning, ~ram first year of la~ school, all the way through. 
To the best a: my knowledge uh, ~any ~e~be~ o~ ]erogetown 
University, Ge0~ge ~ashington University Jchool of Law, and 
what's no·:, Ame~ican Uni ve:rsi ty, the old Na tion2.l Uni v9rsi ty Law 
.Sch0ol. ;'.en, r:1ostly r:1en, a -:ew ·:✓ 0r.:ien, that would take those 
law c0uys es, bar exam in ·:,'ashin;ton '://)uld :·ail, they came in to 
ta~e thi3 bar, sp3cial bar revie~ couTse and I do not remember 
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a sin~le ~?rson that took that course that ever failed the bar 
9xam. ~ell, I was in that and right ready to graduate and uh, 
I'd always been interested in foreign a:::airs, got within three 
months of getting my degree, (cough) well I've got plenty of ti~e. 
I'll quit schook, and go to the school of foreign service at 
Georgetown University. And I ali•.rays thought well I'll get 
back and :inish that three month course, and to this day, and 
to this day I've never had time to get back and finish that law 
course. ';ell, er, it was one of those things, uh, I thorr:iughly 
enjoyed it. Our federal government, go broke, the govern~ent 
salary pay scale was low. I believe I'll go back to private 
industry. 
WH: When was th~, what time? 
J'{: Oh, middle thirties, late thirties, about 19 , ~•!ell lets see 
uh that was v.rhen law school, I was ;;1arried in 1939. first 
daughter was born in forty. Yes uh, before my second daughter, 
uh, in uh, I was working and going to school both. 
Did you work with your father while he was in congress? 
JK: Oh yes. I had a very unique ezperience. The uh, one thing I 
love more than anything else, love people, and I love to campai~n, 
you know I loke to go out and ~eet people. And uh, the first 
wife, the children will tell you, I never took a vacati0n in my 
life. I never too~ time off in my life, except when politickin 
time come, that was my vacati0n. That was my excuse to get 
home you know. So, I had been with dad, fortunately I had seen 
uh, in watching him and learning from him, h0w, uh, a fresh;;Jan 
gets along in ~ashington, learns the dos and the don'ts. And 
_.1 
uh, it so happens, the first government job I took, I was 
hired as assistant to the clerk o~ the House. Now technically 
I was put on the payroll as messeng~r to the clerk, now uh, that 
was the title of it, however I was never, I had messengers, 
I was never the messenger, I was assistant. ~ell I was assistant 
to a very fine gentleman up in years by the name of South Trimble. 
South Trimble was the Speaker of the House of Delegates in 
~entucky during that famous Goble revolution which took place 
in Kentucky in 1899. ~r. Trimble came to congress. ~r. Trimble 
served two, uh h =: 1::2.s 2. :.real thy dairy ;;;an in :·:entuc':~f· He came 
to cong::·ess. 
:"'o:.~ li eu-:enan t 
··.'.::.11 ("0 1 •=:-11~) r,nc. - ._, :...4.:::, .. ..;J · J .... _, 
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o~ ths House or t he .;snat e , you know thei~ na~es arson it, 
that's their sta~p ro~ orricial corres~ondsnce. 
T:-:-i~ble 'N ould give the :ri a little brie:"ing, well, uh he as s i:;n~r.., 
assisned that duty --co "'.le, which I tho::oushly -::n joyec. , but what 
that "'.leans, you tell a ~an how to rile ~or his o~~ ice, you 
tell hir.i ho•·; to go ab0ut :;et tin:; cm a co:-:::-:ii tt ee assign:-1ent 
that he will want, i~ h e needs a littl s h elp in hi ring somebo~y 
ror his of~ ice, you, you, you, you, you, provide, you say will 
uh, we have a list o:' :;::,eople that have been her-e ;( number o:" 
years and their rne~bers would retire or- ~ar some reason there's 
a vancancy th ey' re loo': ing :"o r a job, i.: he wants to hire so11 -2-
one in ~ashington, you don't say you hi re Joe 3low. In that sens e 
o~ th e ·v ord , you, uh, uh, advise hi~, you advise them about th ~ir 
uh, uh h0w, uh, ho·~ their voting r ecords a r e ~eot , and jus t s ort 
o~, uh, you even tell the~, how they'r~ paid . A lot of people 
Just a lot o~ little thin;s you ~n o~ strictly ad-
~inistrativ 2, uh, ca~acity. 
Hous e , ~as and still is he i s responsible :"or the bills cler~ , 
the bill cler~ in the House that handles all bills that are 
introduc ed. The journal cl er~ co7es under the jurisdiction of 
the Cler~ o~ the House. You know if you go to court you don't 
use the daily Congressional, uh, ~e cord which is you know, a 
transcribed of the proc ~ed ings of every work, you use the House 
Journal. Now that has to be accurate, that is th e legal docu~ent 
that's ac:c 2:;,ted. ?he uh, s ta ti ona~-y roo'."1, u-:h, c OP1e s undE:!:" the 
jurisdiction of the Cler~ o~ the House. :here's all those, 
uh, u~, the uh, tally cler'.c, that's the clerk that keeps the 
uh, record of how you vote. All those ca~e under the juris-
diction a~ the cler!c. In other words he has the, uh, uh, he has 
to run the House from an administrative standpoint, so fortunately 
I 1vas ex:)osed to that, and I ::ound it quite. 
a goorl ~riend of min, in later years ~e served together and 
we were friends for years. Uh, he was a ~epublican, uh man from 
uh Pennsylvania. He came in one day, very :ine man, he diect a 
few years ago, I went up to his ~uneral. He uh, I remember 
when he came in with his wife, now she was a real sweet lady. 
That falla held down seven jobs and how in the ~orld he found 
tim~ to run for congress I'll never understand. He was a s chool 
teacher, he and his ··.ri:f e taught classes in bridge, and he uh 
hact other jobs, uh he ran a littl e printing company, and s till 
found time to run for congress, and he was elect ed in a suburban 
area of uh, Pittsburgh. And he came in his wife said, well 
now how does my husband get one of these patronage jobs, and I 
said, well I'm sorry to tell you he doesn't get one, and she's 
starting to get a littl e bit indignant. ·:,'ell why? ':.'ell I 
said patronage jobs, that's little jobs you ·cnow doorman and uh, 
uh, clerical keeping ... (inaudible) I said that goes to the 
majority party, and well she said, my husband's elected as well 
as any o~ the Democrats, I said yes mam, but when the Fepublicans 
are in they control the patronage and the Democrats don't get 
any. And I said when the Democrats are in they get .the patronage. 
I think she held that against me for two or three years. (lau~hter) 
Later we b2cam~ real close friends. Interesting things like 
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that. Uh, I remember when people, uh people are funny, and you 
have to remember those days are di~ferent than modern times. 




They CO:'.l e 
in by t r 2.in, all 0~ a 3udden ~nen they ;et off that train, t~ ey 
I, I don't ~ant ta op en ~y ~auth an~ get bath ~eet in i~. 
1h2y co~e in ta the cl erk's ~~fie s , a~ course you're v ery 
.,...riendly -. ,i th the:-n, they'2:· e in a strange :;:lac .:: and so:'.'!le po epl e 
c aunty a·" in Th e o~her had n ever 
that you car ~y, and I said you al~ays ca~~y it ·:ith you. r: 
anybody as~ s you about a pi ?ce of legi s lation you'd better 
laa'c at that voting r sca :.i.-·d , &t l ~ i:-<' the ,~s •s any question about 
h=T:1 you ·,-at ~d you' vs ,;ot it in blac:-:: 2.nd ·1:hi t e . 
this .,..ell2. said to ms one c2.y , h :=> said, '.:sll r;iy p~ople du::;ib, 
they ·,,.,r0n' t ':no·· anything a":Jau-: a voting Te ca Yd. Ee said 
I'll do as I nlease. 
,I 
go in; to be a one-termei~. ·.:ell th9 upsho-: w2.s, the :"ello.. 
believed that he had all the answers to sv~rythfng, he did 
not ~ee~ his voting reco~d, and I re~e~ber loo~ing at the retu~n s 
or his next election, I said he was de~eat ed in the pri~aries, 
he didn't even have enough votes to count. ~o that votin; 
record, he learned the hard •·:ay ,-,·i th that voting record, '.\'ell 
I had a little advanta;a bein~ able ta discharge that resJ onsibility 
\·.'hich the cle;rk assigned to :'Je, ,.-.-as becaus s I had seen dad do 
this. And I ~ould also tell theD one thing, when you're elected, 
and you're Secretary o: 3tate certi~ies that you're electec 
you are accepted as an eq~al by ~e~bers o:" the House. Duly 
elected, you 1:1ere elected ,:,n your o·,:n l')o:~s. ? emer:1bs:: unde:· the 
constitution a ~e~b er 07 th s House can not bs a]pointed, he 
has to be elected by the people, he's the closest :"ederal 
o:"r.icial to the peo-::,le. r:uch close:: than a United .States 
Senator. Because he has a smaller area, he has □a::e time, 
his tim e , both s~nators and ~e~bers o~ the House have th e 
sarr.e a!:lount of tir:;e, but a senat,n· has to spread hi:-::s -sl:" 
over an entire state, wher e a ~e~ber uh, uh, s~ends his ti~e 
within that part of th5 state, of uh, uh, of uh which he uh 
is elected. '!'ell now ,.-,hat was I going to say and :first and 
~argot. The ~act is when you go in and ta~e your oath o~ o~~ice, 
and you're or~icially a ~ember o~ the House, you are accepted 
as an equal. Now it's up to you to prove your worth. Y0u ~now 
that congress, no man can understand everything, that is the 
reason C')ngress is divided do· ·n into com:ni ttees. '•.·hen bills ar -2 
introduced they are re:"erred to th e appropriate co~~ittee. 
,1 
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It's up to that co~~itt2e to hold hearings, to receive testimony. 
Sometimes that hearing has to go out in the field, all brains 
are not in ·:,'ashington. I:f you're on a coP.1.mi ttee and you have 
hearings out in the :field, uh, there is a reason for it, you 
are 0bligated to go :0r that hearing. ·i"lhen that measure 
clears the subc0mmittse and the :ull committee, then the committee 
goes to the C0mmittee Hall ?ules, to get a rule t0 bring that 
committee up, have amJle n0tice that the bill, the ~inal bill 
is printed, the c0minittee 1·:rites a c0mmittee re:)0rt, which 
exulains ~hat the bill is, what the bill d0es. ~very member 
sees that at that point. Now obviously the other members, 
they' re obligated with their com:1;i ttee assignments so they loo:;;: 
at that. You know unless they had a reason to appear before 
your committee and testify, they can look at it. ~ell their 
questions are brought 0ut in debate, a lot of them will say 
instead of ta~ing ti~e up, you know one or two points that they 
figure is important, they'll ask a c0rnmittee member to explain 
it to them. N0w, uh, the older !Tlembers understand that so well, 
if you get up and start making SJeeches 0n every conceivable 
subject under the sun, the older mem, me~bers, that been 
ar0und longer, they read that Congressional rec0rd everyday 
and i~ you want to put something in the CongressiDnal record 
on every conceivable subject, they're not going to pay much 
attention to you, because they know you can not be an expert 
on every thin. ',v'ha t you do, and they' re they• re your most 
critical judges, t0, uh. if you want to be an effective member, 
don't get up and make speeches on the floor unl1::s!:: r!v~ ·:::,1:-1 ,Ji:::: , 
; 
p2.ys 2.ny 2.tt::nti0n 'J:- co~• t und::r stand 2.nythin~. , ,• ;;., r ,, .. .. ,j 7 
2. t 
l.3 
Y'Ju h a ve ta un1srs~and 
T y 0u ha v<: t r) 
1c·,rhen :i!1 you' re in ::"' a:: 2. i•:hils, i .,.~ you• re here -:.-o:c uh, uh, say 
_.1 
t;0· .. · th0se :"'e lla.::: ·:,'J :· '~ and th s y -=-:a::-n th3.t :--·e .:-~ect, n-J -.·: it' :; u) 
t'J y0u, i:"' y0u ~ant that ~-~ s,ect, i~ y0u want to b e an e~: ectiv0 
~e~ber o~ the house, it's s1~,1e, it's jus~ you ~a~e the d~cisi0n, 
but th:.?re' s a lot o-:~ hard '.','0:::-'c. 
'J'Jint. 
·.·t2 've bsen talking ab0ut the wo r ::in6 s 0: cong:::-es:s 
(~C: um- um) An~ you were a r 0und the cong~e ss ~or .l"'orty years. 
(Jr:: um-um) Hqv:. 
~:: I used to do that often, fellas that w0uld come in, tell you 
a ~unny thing about it. r -~ you':r ? el~ctec, you can throw it 
a"·ay i.l"' you don't want it, put this on \'✓hil2 I'::1 thin1:ing 
ab0ut it, I'll tell you something. One o~ the ~ellas(cou~hs) 
you go about telling th'::m how t0 ~et th ei~- co rr.""1i ttee 
Th ey g0 to the dean of thei r d el ~Jation and 
get his .support, they tell h i:-i why th ey '.::2.n t to b e on a c er-
tain com~ittee. Now ~0r exa~ple, i.l"' yau•r~ an attorney, 
no---mal your inclinati0n, y:iu 'd li':e t0 be on the House 
Judiciary Committee. 
y0u've been a s e~~10us student 0'!' :oT ,: izn a:-:"'aiy·s, y0u'd lL;:e 
to be on the Toreign A~~airs Committee. And if you, uh, i: 
you w~re a man of comme:rce, y0u ~0uld p~obably want t0 b e 
on th':: C0:r1merce Committee. I: you wer e a :'."Jan o-f' laboT bac'·:-
ground y'Ju would ::iro'bably ,-.,ant to b -= on the :;.::duca tion and 
Labor Cor:1:nittee. I~ you were a tax ~an you would probably 
want to be 0n the House '•.'ays and ~~ean2 Cornmi tte. You go t0 
th~ chai~~2.n 0~ your deleJation, and tsll hin why you want 
to be 0n som3 c0mmittee, and not just becauss you want to, 
you have to have so~e quali~ications for it. i'hen, you ·.·:ill 
,... .r..!.. ,,...~ 
C. ;_, ::::. t}::o sl ecti ·Jn. 
0b·.r i JU .: l :; 
do:=:sn't ,. . .,or':, 
ch')ics, 
.. to be 0n, why, and y-:,u have t'0 sell hi:-:: on,. 0n, uh, '"hat 
your quali:"ica ti 1ms a:: s, because, uh, wh 'C'n ::e::-:bers a::e as3i;ned 
to a subco~~ittee, they just don't assign you to a subco~~itt~e 
t0 have a b0dy to rill the vacancy. Thsy want ~e07le ~h-:, 
have a sincere interest, peo~le wh0 a~e going to attend th~ 
'1H: Tal:in~ ab-:,ut wor·~ings in, in congress, an~ y0u've been around 
o~ con~ress chang~d in the ~ast ~orty years~ 
J·c: ··:ell uh, the wor'.·:ings ha V-'? chansed uh, ( cou_;hs) the way it 
used to bs, and I'~ sorry it isn't that way any ~ors, your 
billion c:ollars. 
calls the s "' ea·:er 
To :i?~ you an illustration 
a-"'_,...ec tiona te ly and 'vi th res ·--,ec-::, ( bac ~ground noi s ~s). 'The 
s~sa:er said :1r. President what do you want t~o ~illion dollars 
dollars a~nro~riat~d secret, that no one ~na~s anything about. 
or not, but it's worth the ~a~bl~. He said w~ think, but w3 
don't ~now, but we thin~ (cou~h s ) that w~•r~ on to s0methin1 
that can st0--. the •.var in the ?aci:fic, and uh, :.:r . .Sa~ 100'-<:erl at 
:·:. --:- 00.seve l t straight in the sys and he said r.:r. President 
do you need it, The '?resid•::nt was s-oea'dn~ now, and he sairl 
yes I d0. That anpro--.riati0n, you kn0w appropriati0n bills 
originate in the H0use that was included in the appropriation 
bill. The Vice-,resident didn't ·cnow what it was, the chairman 
or the appro-oriations c0m~ittee didn't know what it was, n0t 
a member o~ the House, 0r the 3enate, or the Vice-president 
didn't ·cn0w what it was. On :~aith, ::r. Fayburn had th e , had 
the muscles, the authority, and g0t it through. You '-<:n0w what 
that two billi0n dollars was ~or a little bo~b, a counle of 
little bombs that was dr0pp~d over in Japan, on uh, 0n Hiroshima 
and Na3asa'ci, and I tell you why I know about it. I was in 
that groun that was going 0vsr th ere . (laughter) to fight the 
Jananese army re~ember, yea, 0ur naval forces d8reat2d the 
Japanese soldier 0n ground. It was esti~ated we were going 
to lose a hundred men, in trying to ta·ce, in trying to ta~e 0n 
that army, I kn0w, I was scheduled to g0. That bomb sto-ooed the 
war, and I was eligible to get out of the service the next. 
That is what I'rn tal~ing about when you have str0ng leadershi-o. 
Pe0ple had con~id~nce in ~r. ?ayburn. He had confi dence in the 
?resident. That is something that worked. Now you know it 
couldn't have wor'-<:ed, the president couldn't guarantee it, we 
just said you ~now something we think, lets try it, I think 
•1e should. Now 'that's when you had strong leadership. Used to 
be a chairman would wor~ 0ut and he had dictatorial authority, 
n0w in some cases that has b2en abused, there's no questi0n 
about that, but on the ove1c::..- -~; l~--•'-· _;,, ·: :'..y to 1t,;J1 c ci~-:.c. 33 . 
·.:hen y0u ': , 
J~ that pa~ty that yJu ha~~ 
th2. t at 2.11. 
·.,.·Juld :·un it. 
i-~ ths,- •"'= a r;1-=~b':;~ rr~ th-:: sarr!s 
rr._y ne0--:ils eL~cts-4 ~e t') c0:r:e 
-I'"'\~ V"' +-,, I c.0n I 
.,_ 
, -. v,y , l, 
he::e and, and, 
ca:r'.c ·l:a t 
and do :,1y 
... ..!....:- r,. ..... 
: ..;.. 'J "..i:; C' 
hs says, 
~n in -l,;._ ,:;,, 
their C')nstituent3 a~d very da~n ~0Jd j0b to bs blunt ab0ut it. 
':.'H: I'his is exactly ·::hat i a:"1 '::~ntin; :{'JU t0 say I ;uess (J::: y~a) 
Uh, ( :".'. u ..• 
.1 
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~ena~0~s and c0ngressmen and what~ver. 
~ould you attribute this, we•~e been tal~ing about leade~shi~, 
to a a crisis in lsadership, no faith in l~adership ? 
.T.".:: No sir, no. I ·Nould n'Jt. .::.ar:i Faybur-n ·will go dovm in histo::y 
as the last g::ea t spea':i:er •.·1?: ev-= r had. '. ,'e had another man that 
succ:::ed -:-;d him. I can tell you 
~ro~ ~irst hand experience and observation, John ~cCormack is 
John 
~·c::>:)'::-'lack 'Nill stand u~ 2.n::l, uh John '·,ill, he's still li vin;, 
J'Jhn :-ccorr.-;ac',;: will stand up there anc. I, J r:,hn • s up in years, 
and a lot of people didn't ~now hi~, gosh ain't he old, his 
mind was just as shar,, now I, that man had more sense in the 
little part o~ his little f inger than all the rest of us put 
to g~ ther. I have seen that ~an with that sharp eye o~ his, 
uh, so~sthing come up, he puts that ,gav::l c.01.·m, nobo3.y going 
to outsmart hin. 3ut John was cau;ht, (coughs ) he was caught 
in this change. Now he'll go down in history as a great speak s::, 
d0n't ~isunderstand me, but he did not have the absolute control 
that 3".)ea·c~:::- ? ayburn had. i'Tow hs \'las succ~eded by :rip O'neil. 
~i~ O'neil is a tremendous spJa~:er, but he'll never set c~edit 
:or it, because o~ the chan~e in the procedures in congress. 
understand me. Public ·.,-or·cs Cor:::-:ii ttee has the strongest 
chair~an of any comrnitt 2? in th2 House, today, it still has. 
But uh, there are two real people that go on there on that 
Public Wnr~s Committee. ?ublic ··'orks and 1':r·ans-oorta tion 
.. 1 
Committee th:=y call it no'·.', anc. dedicated, they ··:or-k toge the:: 
as a team. And with a fe~ exce,tions without ~entioning any 
names you have a few oddballs on there, we have had, and most 
or them aren't on the committe any~ore. But uh, when you get 
in, ther-? are neo'8le on there that wor~~. They're hard working, 
and they're responsible people. And even though some of the~ 
have very strong ~eelings on so~ething, lvell hell that's th~ir 
right to have those ~eelings. But at least they do it in an 
honest, y0u know from :rom a conviction, nobody understands that, 
everybody's got a right you ~now, to say what they want. 
And even when they know what they' re talking about you know, \vell 
basically you would be better off to revert back. You remember 
in the history. You've heard of Uncle Joe Kenna. He was the 
strongest speaker this country's ever had. Uncle Joe he, he, 
he was all things to congress. He was everything. Uncle Joe, 
he abused that authority. He abused it. Lord you go to congress, 
Uncle Joe says who goes on what committee. (laughter) It was 
what Uncle Joe said, ·sell now it shouldn't be that way, ·;:e 
don;t want to live under a dictatorshi-:;. Uncle Joe ~-".:e:r..na, 
he was a g0od man you know, he was dedicated, but h2 just got 
too doggone much oower kind o~ went to his head, so he had a 
revolt on him in the House. 
WH: This is what happened it seems to be in the late sixties and 
early seventies too. And congress was :::~:~::::'.: r:.: ~:.-.:.. ,)rn.::: o·-
a dile~ma, and ~aybe 
,, , ,-.. ... 
1 l-.,'_; 
•.T"!'_.,. I ... 
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it' .3 2. J...,..... ,_ -v~ ::.:..-: 
it isn't ~ha~ it, 
2.nd. --el2.2. 
t') out. .,. ..l ~.-/a~ .i 
• .J.. 
l I.,, ; V"\ i + ...:... . l - Up 
' 7" ·, . . . 
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No fa~ily no pe!·sonal li~:, as such. I ~as ~arried to ~y 
job. 
luc>::iest, ~'l ost fortunate :-:: s.n in ths ·,.•O~"ld, to havE: ::ouch three 
didn't have no t~0ubl ~. 
been v:onder-:"'ul, but they 1.mde::-"st 00d th::-i;· caddy . 
0ut,. d'Jn't misunder-stanc. ms, I d0:r.';t, -::'.'J children n'J':: l'Jo ): , 
i_... you need you daddy y0u let ::-::e :~no·::, I'll be available. 
AnythiTlg .~oes ••ff ong you n eec: !:le , I' 11 b e th e~~e. ·•.'or 't :-::;;an 
I'll be theT next , this ~inut s , but I'll d~0p whatever r•~ 
rl • uOlng. No~ they inder st'Joc t hat and WE IOt al'Jng ~ine. 3ut 
(ina·udible) I · 1as a hell o: a p'Jo::- :.~a:-::ily :-::an .. (inaudible) 
I worked eighteen hours a day. I trav el ed all hours or th ~ 
day and night. I'd take ny child~en with me. A lot of ti~es 
I've ta'{en rny children, you know one, by on e , whichever daughter 
happened to be r.ree, I'd say co~e on honey, you can drive, 
~addy's goin~ to slee~ in the car. I'd sleep while w9 travel ed. 
I'v:3,,. le..-t ·.,'ashingt0n at t· ·:'.?1V'2' o;clocl~ at night, be here :"'or 
a break~ast meeting s even o~ e ight o'clock in the morning. 
I ·::orke d he r:: until midnight, drive to ·.:ashington go in take 
a shave, take a sho0·:er, shave ch2.nge T"JY cl0th :: s, and bac'r on 
the job, a c0mmitt2e ~sst inJ at ten o'clock in ~y o·~ fice at 
Tape 2 Side 1 
JK: Uh-un ... The um ... uh I was uh went had Christmas. I came down and met my 
family in Bluefield and we had Christmas. My wife and children left and I 
was left there alone. (coughs) I was sitting upstairs in my room I had 
seven telephones in the dern place. I had my desk. That was the only 
place, I had an office in Bluefield, but you go up there people are waiting 
to see you. Sometimes a man's got to get off to himself to think. So 
what do you do? Thad my grandfather's desk in my office, papers all over. 
Uh, If I had to write a statement on something that was the only place I 
could get away, you know, where I could think, without, without, being 
interupted. I had been thinking about, well I sat there, and its funny how 
things happen, and I wrote out my statement, in long hand. Thanking the 
people, you know uh, and telling them that uh, I thought it over, and uh, 
I would quietly close that door on forty years of Kee family, you know, 
representation in Washington. Thanking the people, showing that we'll be 
just as dedicated in the coming two years as we have been in the past 
thirty eight years, and I thought it was only proper (coughs) to let people 
know I was not going to run so they would have plenty of time to select 
a (coughs) have a whole year plus and by the primaries elect who they really 
wanted, and I was going to tend, tend, tend, to my job. Went downstairs 
(coughs) mother had her own, her telephone was a different telephone number 
than mine, and she had a little place fixed up, real nice for her, and she was 
in there having her coffee, and uh I smiled, I said Mother, I've got 
something I'd like for you to read. Now I very seldom showed Mother 
anything I wrote, I went ahead and did it. I didn't like to see, I knew she 
was going to be real happy. Now I knew she didn't want me running, didn't 
want me running the last time, but she never said anything to me about it. 
And uh, I watched her and she was smiling. About that time my telephone, 
of course I had an extension down there (unclear) I picked it up, and uh 
who in the world was calling but the chairman of my committee, John Blatnik, 
called me from Washington. I knew the committee was organizing, I knew 
what was going to happem, I thought well hell I'll spend a couple of days 
with mother. Uh, unfortunately with my wife I didn't spend as much time 
with my mother as I should have, my mother and my sister. My family was off, 
driving out toward Arizona for a little vacation which they richly deserved. 
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John said Jim, (coughs) we're meeting here in committee. I said, 
yea John, uh Mr. Chairman. He said, I'd like for you to take over the 
chairmanship of the watershed subcommittee, and I thanked him. I was about 
ready to tell John I wasn't going to run again any more, to put somebody 
else in, I didn't know, I, I appreciate that, but I'll be glad if you 
want me too, I'll serve on the subcommittee. You know that we're meeting 
now, we're making these assignments, and uh, want to know if you'll take it 
and well have a full facilitary committee uh, under(way,), finally he 
said we need you. And I said thank you Mr. Chairman, uh, I'll accept it. 
I said I'm not an expert in that field, he knew what background I had, 
you, you the man that we need. I thanked him (coughs). Well I looked 
at Mom she was so relieved she didn't change or dot an I or cross at on 
that thing. She said when you going to release it? I said right after 
I take my oath of office. I walked upstairs and put that darn handwritten 
not that I had written, I was going to have the office type it up, you know, 
uh,uh, I was going to send it, send a bunch of letters out on uh, mail it 
up to the press. I didn't say in the news release, I knew dern well that West 
Virginia was going to loose a member of the House, to me it was obvious, 
remember census hadn't been made then, bothered me, I looked around, I 
knew how we were looking people out of West Virginia why? Didn't have 
jobs. I knew how these other areas, particularly down in Florida were growing. 
I knew we were going to lose a member. I was thinking this would be a 
good time to say bye-bye. Well uh, back to Washington. Uh (coughs) on my 
way back I thought, my gosh, I forgot to bring that, I was going to issue 
that darn thing anyhow, uh,uh regardless of the Chairmanship, not going 
to tell John though. I got back to Washington I happened to think I left 
that damn piece of paper up )coughs) upstairs. (Coughs) That is the only 
reason that I didn't issue it. Well, when I got back to Washington, I took 
on this Chairmanship, which I thouroughly en (joyed) We got into it, and I 
went to the chairman one day and I said Mr. Chairman, this subcommittee is 
not proper named. He said, "What to you mean?" I said it should be the 
Conservation and Watershed Subcommittee, and he said, "Why?" I said John 
There's no way that you can have a Watershed Committee without you have con-
servation, they both go together. He took it up with the committee and they 
changed the name of it. Well, I got acquainted, really acquainted with the 
Republican, you know, ranking minority member. Now he and I argued all the 
time, we we were were always on the opposite side of the fence. Well, 
I went to him and I said well, uh, I know you know more about this subject 
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than I do, I know that. Uh, I wasn't completely ignorant on the subject, 
but this fella he was continually working. I said now look, Now I, I 
want to have an understanding you know we've taken this assignment and our 
job, two good jobs for the American people, I don't care what your politics 
are and you shouldn't care what mine are. Now let's work together and let's 
pull this thing in and he agreed with me. That fella is one of the best 
friends I ever had in my life. He and I worked that thing with, and uh, I, I, 
said we held hearings all over the United States. Hell, right there in my 
home town of Bluefield (WH: Is that) I told him, I said look, this man 
knows more about this subject than I ever will know, and I want to make that 
clear . I could do something we had hearings out in the field we couldn't 
do in Washington. Under the rule there's no way I gave up that Chairmanship. 
When I get out in the field, I was very particular, uh, I get away from 
Washington I could do it. I couldn't give him the chairmanship, but I 
let him preside over half our meetings. He presided. I called him Mr. 
Chairman. In that way we worked, we worked together beautiful, we never, 
there wasn't a thing in our entire division, that we disagreed on a single 
thing . We pooled our, we pooled our efforts together. 
WH: Was that Congressman Schwengel? 
JK: Oh yea, Fred, yea. 
WH: I want to go back now. We'll come back to the Watershed later. We talked 
about power of congress, workings of congress, and you you mentioned a 
little bit about Japan, dropping the bombs on Japan and you were ready to 
go. Tell me a little bit about your role in the Army Air Force was it? 
JK: Yea, Army Air Force. Well that was a strange thing. First, I was a housing 
advisor when this came along. I was offered, I had two children, I was 
offered a job as a lieutenant colonel. I don't know where the offer came 
from, to be in the occupational forces in Germany, I guess it was because 
of my previous experience, as a matter of fact two Republican members of 
the House, they was offered commissions as a full colonel. It uh happened 
that we were offered this at the same time. At that particular point in time, 
yep, I was interested in, uh, how the occu-, occupation was going, but I 
thought well, no I'm not goint to take it. Then I was sent over, I was 
invited over to uh, I was a civilian then, I was a pretty independent cuss. 
I went over to see an admiral at the navy yard. He was in charge of all 
naval intelligence. I was invited over there to see about being a naval 
intelligence officer. In the course of the conversation, uh, I didn't 
like the fella to begin with, and he was telling me, now I, uh knew a little 
something about what was going on, but he was telling me about now great 
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the United States was, of course I'm proud of my country, but he 
made a mistake, he was telling me, uh, ah don't you worry about Japan, 
why, we'll blow them off the face of God's green earth. And I looked 
him straight in the eye, I ain't going to get in the navy, that was the 
end of any offer, I'll tell you now. I said my friend, I'm a civilian 
and you can't touch me, I ain't going in the navy as long as you're 
around. I said you are as crazy as hell. I said you're one of the damn 
fellas thats been going around to the Japanese embassy, and they feed 
you up, and they liqour you up right good, and they bow, and squirm and bow, 
and bow to you, you know. I said, we going to be in for one hell of a 
1 ong war. I knew, knew what was coming. No we' re not. We 11 that was the 
end of that. Well, as the war went on, I had two friends, two of my 
lifelong buddies killed. The first one, a boy name of Gora Wall from home. 
Gora was a younger brother of my best friend, the reason I knew him. Another 
one was a neighbor of mine, We was raised and went through school together, 
Fuzzy Moore, they were naval pilots. Gora was at the first battle of the 
air engagement in the Pacific, he was killed, was lost. Now that hurt me 
deep, but Fuzzy Moore was the second Bluefield boy that was killed. Fuzzy 
came up to Washington and had dinner with us the night before he left . 
Dad liked Fuzzy, and Fuzzy came up just as happy as he could be. He was 
a mail pilot. And he was leaving, he knew his ship was leaving the next 
day. And Dad was so sad when Fuzzy left, and he said to me, he said, Son, 
you'll never see that boy again. Fuzzy was killed at the battle that broke 
the Japanese Air Force back ______ well now those fellas uh, dropped, uh, 
were killed, I made up my mind, wait a minute, I got two children here. I 
got two children here, I better get in there and do myself, my Daddy had 
always taught me when I was little, he said Son, if ever this country gets 
in trouble, and we we hope not, he was talking when I was little, wasn't 
any thought of war. If ever Uh our country's in trouble and you're eighteen 
years of age, want you to get, you got an obligation to serve your country. 
Never, never dreaming at that time and I was quite young we was just getting 
over World War I you know, and that that always stuck with me, and I lost 
my friends. I had an offer for a commission as a second lieutenant and I 
accepted. I was a housing advisor. The old Housing Authority they called 
it in those days and I accepted it. Went out to the University of Maryland, 
and uh that was the first uh, Army Air Force you called it then, intelligence 
school. There was a lot of problems in Washington, a lot of people did not 
believe in the air uh in the Air Force. Your generals didn't. We had, we 
were bombing. What did they do, they took pictures, and they studied those 
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pictures to find out whether our bombing was was doing anything or not. 
They had uh set up, (coughs) an intelligence office. Intelligence officers 
were to go with the crew, they were to run the cameras, they they were to 
know what should be took. They knew where all the bombings were taking 
place, they were intelligence. Now uh, uh, bought my uniform. Went out 
to the University of Maryland. When we got there (coughs) fella called 
three names, and I was one of the three, and he said, its been asked by 
the advisor to tell you fellas to wait till next week to take your turn. 
Well, I said why, you know, left my job, not in the military the other 
two fellas. He said well we're waiting for the adjutant general to make a 
ruling. (Coughs) And I said well whats whats that. He said you're 
over twenty-six, we think you're too old. Uh, And I hit the ceiling. I 
went back a week later and found out too damn old to take a commission. 
Well I didn't like that very much. So I decided well uh the hell with it, 
I came on out to Bluefield and uh, worked for a year. That was the most 
miserable year I spent in my life. Wasn't satisfied, cause I felt like 
I was letting my my family and my country down, and I couldn't do anything 
I was just one fella, you know you get in and you take your chances, so I 
decided I was going to get in the Air Force. Well, the first one they 
turned me down, number one I was too old. Oh, that other fella before I 
forget it. (laughs) with the the, the naval Admiral said uh, When I was 
arguing with him, he said ah you got two Pre Pearl Harbor and uh, go on 
back we don't need you, you know, I said you you will, and he said if we 
do we'll draft you. I said you won't get me, not in the navy that is. Well 
anyway, uh, I went to an Air Force rase and got turned down on my physical 
for two reasons. Number one, I was skinny as could be, I weighed all of a 
hundred a twenty pounds and six feet tall, and number two my age. I paid 
my own expenses. So (coughs) I went to another, uh Air Force base, and went 
through all the examinations and they give you psychological tests and all 
that. I passed everything except uh twenty six years of age and too damn 
skinny. Well, I went to Washington to get me a waiver, uh, on, on my weight 
you know, and uh uh uh, they made an appointment for me, over at Andrews. 
Over there I went. Went through the same deal. But I dot my waiver, so I 
enlisted on the spot. Went back to Bluefield, and uh the next thing I knew 
I heard from the draft board. The draft board couldn't understand why I was 
why the orders come through to me. Well I wasn't going to report like the other 
fellas do and be inducted and get to go back home. I was entering and another 
fella by the name of Shelby Pennington, he'd enlisted too. Shelby was, he 
I think was about two years younger than I was. He'd enlisted in the 
Air Force. Never will forget when I left the house, and uh, walked 
all the way up town on the street, didn't bother riding the street 
car. I had my pag packed, you know what I was taking with me. Down 
on the train I saw these fellas that were my age, and some of them older 
getting on the train, going down for their physical. What I thought was 
their physical examination. While we were gone, when we got down there, 
the other fell as got sent back. Those that were fathers and those that 
were older, they got sent back home. They weren't accepted, they said 
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we don't need you now we'll send you back. Not a damn one of those fellas 
ever been called. 
WH: um-um 
JK: But Shelby Pennington and I went, and I'm glad I did. Uh, uh, I would have 
been a miserable creature probably to live with if I hadn't cause I would 
have been. I didn't do a darn thing. I did what I was told to do, but I 
enjoyed it. Of course, believe you me, I was damn glad when my term got up. 
They wanted to assign me to air planning. I had flown in those little old 
planes before. I had a darn, (laughs) one of the most interesting jobs, 
not very many men like it unless you get, I wouldn't have chosen it but I 
was forced into it. I was the only guy who flew outside of an airplane I was 
on a B-24. Sperry-terret ball gunner. Sperry ball terret gunner. I'd get 
in and they'd drop the ball out of the plane. My, I was never so scared in my 
life as I was the first time I got dropped out of that plane. But then I 
found out, I finally, after I convinced myself that dern ball wasn't going 
to fall out of that plane, I enjoyed it, but it took a little convincing. 
Well, I finished that and then got assigned to a dern crew, that uh, we 
trained other crews. And uh, in uh b- 24's, thoroughly enjoyed it. I was 
stationed in uh Shepherd Air Force Base in Texas, that's in the desert out 
there, then went over to uh, Blue Rock in California, that's down in that 
beautiful San Fernando Valley. Man uh that was a beautiful place. I had 
been before the board to go to officers candidate school. You know as soon 
as I got in that way I had to go to officers candidate school, well I'd 
been in Greenbrier, I had been through all that, uh many years before. Well 
uh, I went before the board, and I finally got so, you know crews when you fly 
together, you know, then you start out they train forty four crews. Normally 
you can count on forty crews completing. You're going to lose four four 
planes and four crews as a normal thing when you go through. Well your 
crew members become closely attached. You you learn one thing, when you're 
on a crew, every man is dependent on the other fella to know his job and 
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do his job, if he don't do his job, chances are you're not going to 
come back. Your chances are anyway when you go out flying sixty per cent 
of your planes coming back, that's the ratio we were running in Europe 
over there. Everytime a uh, plane went out they wer~ lucky if sixty 
percent of them came back. Well then when we were training we had this 
barring process, that uh, we had to fly in planes, if it weren't up to snug, 
you know have trouble about finding parts, its literally true they'd 
make you fly in those thi ngs if they had to keep the (coughs) wings 
together with chewing gum. I'm not I'm not kidding you a bit. Radios 
(coughs) would be out, something would be out on this plane, something 
would be out on the other, but they were putting them through and you didn't 
have any choice. Uh, ground boss would say that's clean, I don't care if the 
dern thing was uh, spinning gasoline all over the place, they say go, you 
got in it, you didn't argue and you went. And a B- 24 has an unactive 
faculty motor, damn thing blow up in the air without any warning. It was 
just before I finished uh, in my part to find out what the hell was the matter 
with it. Damn exhaust pipe was in the wrong place, that's what was causing 
them to blow up in the air. I went over those damn things, we had gas leaks 
in there, and the gas fumes would be so strong inside you'd have to open 
up, up open up the port holes or the windows, cause to, to get that gas out 
of there. I remember those things flying and the engine conk out on them . 
I was out over the Pacific one day and we were coming back into uh, uh 
(coughs) California base, we lost the engine number one, we lost engine 
number three, we lost engine number two. We were out almost to the point 
of no return, we turned that plane around and came back. Let me tell you 
that Pacific's an awful lot of water down there if you go you're a powerful 
little spot you know. Man one of the happiest sights I ever saw in my life, 
we were far enough out that radar could catch you, you know you couldn't 
have, you weren't allowed to have radio communications. Anyhow radar couldn't 
see us, you know the curvature of the earth. Loaded down there and I saw that 
fleet, (laughs) heading out toward Hawaii, that fleet looked so damn good to 
me, I thought hell if we go down at least they'll know where we are. You 
know, (laughs) we flew that thing back and we were just gradually losing 
altitude, coming back. Luckily we got that dern plane in, I mean the pilot 
got it in. You know we had a lot of experiences like that, that's fun later 
on you know, to look back, you know, you survived it, you know. Well, uh, 
we got our orders to go overseas. As luck would have it, a man from Housing, 
the major, this man had been a major in World War I. He and I are the two 
fellas that liquidated for Uncle Sam all the original Home Owners Loan 
Corporation and Housing Project, that was the first thing that was 
established under Roosevelt. TI1is man was a multi-millionaire, a real 
estate man in New York, but he went broke during the crash. And he 
was a housing man. 
WH: Who was this? 
JK: Uh I've forgotten the major's name, we were read good buddies. Well, 
I went on in the service I ran into him, and uh, he was brought back in 
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as a, as a colonel, and uh, he knew I was going in the service. As luck 
would have it, somewhere along, the line, he found out where I was. The 
fella who went broke with him, was in charge of the Salerno Staging Agents, 
well I didn't know anything about him, never heard of him. Uh I knew 
he had a partner, I didn't know his name, was in charge of the staging 
there at Salerno, California. We were going, by accident that fella 
had heard I was named Kee, it was an unusual name, about the name, and uh, 
my old boss, they were still close friends in touch with each other, 
my boss happened to call him one day and he said that a guy named Kee 
used to work with you, he said yea. Jack called me and said when you 
get here, bring your crew in, and you all going to fly one of these B-24's 
over, don't go over on the cattle. Boy that just tickled me. I was going 
come hell or high water. Well I (coughs) was on the troop train, well 
I had already notified my wife, gave her my overseas number and everything, 
and Uh happy as a lark. Going over with my buddy. We were headed over Hinton 
field, over in Honolulu, and the train didn't move, well you know in the Army 
Air Force you just hurry up and wait, hurry up and wait all the time, we were 
just sitting there talking, wondering, why in the world the the train. 
The next thing I knew, uh a fella come through there calling for me. And I 
answered, I didn't know gosh, maybe they had, you know, some tragedy in 
the family or something. There hadn't been any trouble I knew of to hold 
up the train. Pulled me off the train. They said you going to officers 
candidate school, I said no way. I said we're going overseas, I was wanting 
to go overseas with my boys. They said no, you been AWOL for ninety 
days, and I said AWOL hell, I been here. What happened was when they 
closed up an air force base in, in Texas, B-29's was coming along, they 
sent half of those up to Walla Walla, uh, Washington, the other half, 
to uh, California, And I had been on I had been to the Officers Candidate 
School you know going before the board had been accepted into the Air 
Force Administrative School, and I wasn't going to stay in the Air Force, I 
was going back over, I was going to Germany for the occupation forces. 
The war wasn't over in Germany yet. That's where I was, I was 
headed. Well, I had to qualify for commission work. I had been 
assigned, they couldn't find me. They in ad., they had what you call 
permanent personel there, well they sent my orders to me there, they 
therefore had been hunting all over hell for them. Well, I was there 
flying all the time, uh, in fact our squadron was one of the damn ones 
that didn't get that ninety day vacation for two weeks, we had been too 
damn busy training other, others. Getting back in our orders were cut. 
And uh guy says well, I'd send you home you got a thirty day leave. I 
s aid I don't want to go home, I want to go over with my boys. He said 
it's not in my control anymore, and he got orders, and some of those 
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fellas are in trouble cause ws lost them. I sa id well if I can go spend 
thirty days with my family fine. Well I did. Didn't tell them a thing, 
got on the train, got off got off in Bluefield, to be with my family, and I 
had a nice time during that period. Fort, went down to Fort Benning, 
Georgia, going through Officers Candidate School. Lucky, and got elected 
Chairman of the Honor Committee, which meant, that as a candidate I was 
the the acting commander, of uh, of uh of uh, the company. I was the 
company Commander. Some of those physicals they'd give those Fellas my age 
theres just no way I could pass those things. Well , I bought my uniform, 
uh and had set up everything for the graduating class. Commanding General 
was going to give us our commission. Right before, uh, uh, I knew that 
if I stayed an enlisted man, I had enough credits and enough time in and 
dependents and all and I was ~ligible to get out. Well I was going to get 
my commission. Then I was going to get out. Fella came in and said I got 
a little piece of paper I want you to sign. He said what's that? I had 
uh been offered a job, uh a darn good paying job in industry, before I 
went in and when I got to flying those airplanes, never thought about coming 
out because it was too risky, I just put that out of my mind. Well I had 
gotten a letter from a firm that had offered me this job and say, uh, you know, 
call us when you get out we want to talk to you. All of a sudden I got to 
thinking, you know there's going to be a lot a lot, of fellas hunting for 
for jobs and they might not hold this forever for me. I just, I decided I 
was going to take it, you know, on the record . I told him I'd get my 
Commission and uh,uh, I'd I'll just go ahead. Fella came over for me to 
sign that piece of paper and what that piece of paper was, was a waiver, 
uh you know, for accepting my commission and would agree to serve one 
more full year. I looked at him and I said uh-uh. I got me two children 
back homt: and I, you know, I got to make a 1i ving for my family. I 'm 
going out. He said well to get your commission, you gotta sign it. I 
said forget it. (laughs) I got the vice-chairman, I got a hold of him, 
I said you get the chairman from now on. (coughing) I said, I'm leaving 
tomorrow and I left before the ceremony took place. And you know what 
that I did. I had to recoup my loss, for two months before I got my 
discharge. I think we got off the track there somewhere. 
WH: yea. 
End Side 1 
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TAPE 2 SIDE 2 
WH: What was this job you had been offered after you got out of the service? 
JK: It was the (coughs) Eureka, New River, and Pocahontas Stores. That was 
a chain of department stores in Pennsylvania and West Virginia. The 
Pennsylvania stores were called the Eureka Stores, the West Virginia 
stores were called the New River and Pocahontas Stores. I was offered 
the job as number three man in that chain of operation. Well I had had 
experience, they liked what they saw me uh do when I was working with 
Montgomery Ward, which I didn't know about. Uh, uh, they took a great 
delight in taking somebody away, you know, assistant manager or manager 
away from the chain store, and training them. And, uh, I was offered 
the number three job in this company, which was owned by a coal company 
back in those days. Uh, and I was to come to West Virginia in fact I was 
going to Berwin down in McDowell County is where I was headed, so uh they 
uh, uh, when I got out of the service, they told me to call them and I 
did. And I got my discharge. Well I called them. They said yea go ahead 
uh take a week's vacation. Well that sounded good to me, well I did. They 
sent a car down picked me up. I thought gosh you know just going for an 
interview. I didn't know they had made up their mind they were going to hire 
me, I thought I was going for an interview. And the car came down and I got 
to talking with the uh with the driver of the car. On the way up to uh, uh, 
up to Pennsylvania fella stopped off in a nice resort, dropped me off. I 
think I had all of about sixteen dollars in my pocket, and I looked at that 
place, there was no way I was going to stay there, a place where your meals 
and everything else went together. He said no you have to stay here for 
four days. Mr. Kress said so, Mr. Kress was the head man. I said (coughs) 
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I understand that, but I just, look I said he, you know, might not hire me you 
know. I got; I got just about enough money to get me back to Washington. 
He said, oh no, he said you're to stay here. I said there's no way my friend 
I can't, oh he said its all paid for. I said now wait a minute, I don't 
like that, that isn't right. But anyhow he went off and left me. And of 
course, I ate very frugally you know. I didn't go for that uh. Had a golf 
course, but I wouldn't go play golf. That cost you a dollar and a half and 
I was thinking about that seventeen dollars, and was looking there how much 
it was. Well, I went anyhow four days and came back, and uh had into uh, uh, 
uh, Wimber, that's Berwin backwards. Uh, uh went to Mr. Kress office, the first 
time I ever met the man. And he acted just as funny as could be, I said now look 
I tried to pay the bill but the clerk, said it had already been paid, and he 
said yes. He said well, uh, we thought maybe we might reserve three or four 
days. Well I was anxious to go to work, I thought I was going on to, uh, 
Berwin, West Virginia. He said no, why do you go through our training program 
up here. Now I said, I don't want you to tell anybody you're working for us, 
And I want you to go over to Johnstown. And I want you to stay over there and 
we'll pay your hotel bill. Now I said what am I going to do about my family, 
you know, I'm trying to find a place in West Virginia. He said alright bring 
your family up here. They ought to be here in about a month. I said well what, 
have what have you got in Johnstown. He said well the Johnstown Distributing 
Company, the uh is our distributor. we buy things, we uh, I want you to look 
after out interests, he said they sell to a lot of different stores. Now you 
know we haven't had any metal toys, or uh metal merchandise. Ok, now if start-
ing this nerchandise is beginning to come through anJ I want you to look after 
our interests. I said sure. So I went on, he said I'm going to pay your hotel 
bills and meals and your meals. I said alright, I said but what am I going, 
about my family, he said that's alright they won't be up here for thirty days. 
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So I reported in to uh, the driver took me over anJ they had me uh a room 
reserved there at the hotel. I went around, they took me, the driver took 
me over uh. I met the fella that owned it. We got acquainted. Well come to 
find out pretty quick he hanJled five thousand differe~t ite~s, and uh (coughs) . 
I was in a unique, will everybody in Johnstown thought that I had bought into 
that distributing company. Well John said to me, he said Now nobody knows 
what your purpose is here. In fact I wasn't right sure. And uh Kinda 
little uncertainty there, I think they had and idea to begin with but they 
were putting me in with eventual plans to set up a similar type of distributing 
company like he had which was the furthest thing from the truth. He said 
I'm going to pay you. Well I said I already got my uh my salary it was 
all agreed to. Uh well he said I've uh been told to put you on the payroll 
over here. Well I said I won't interfere much, but I want to tell just 
exactly. Why is that pay I got every Saturday counted as spending money, 
without my family here. First thing I knew I got I had two adjoining rooms 
in the hotel, for my wife and two children. Now you imagine living in a hotel 
downtown, not any place for the kids to paly, not even a playground. Nell, 
family there, the next thing I knew the manager called for me. He told me I 
had to vacate, I said well why my children weren't raising hell, my wife 
had a job keeping them quiet, and she'd get them out in the daytime while I 
was working so the kids would have something to do. He said no we have our 
regular clientele, and traveling men, he said, you don't have to leave the 
hotel you just have to change rooms. Well that went on for about two weeks . 
. I went down one night and I got a hold of him didn't matter how inuch it was 
going to cost me, I said too much trouble to keep moving, and one room or 
not, he just changed us from one floor to the next, and we didn't know 
what if we got a room, two rooms, or not two rooms. Well I had to get down 
in my pocket and give him fifty dollars a week to leave me alone, (laughs) 
so I didn't have to move. And I got into the swing of things, as to how to 
buy, not only did we buy for that ci1ain of stores, we bought for A E Giant, 
we bought for other stores all across the United States. In fact our 
biggest customer was down in Texas. We'd buy for them, we'd buy a year 
in advance, use their money too, not even the company's money to buy. 
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I'll buy for the company, the company was making money: And doggone, instead 
of leaving there in a month, they kept being extended, and extended. I 
knew the company was making money. One day I realized that John had made enough 
money his building, his business was c::>mpletely paid for, his home was 
completely paid for, his car was paid for. Hell he hadn't brought me a 
dime. Then's when I realized what my company was making. Well, politicking 
came along. Come time Harry Truman was running for re-election. And uh, 
I guess, uh, my dad was running. Well, I never would take; I never took a 
minute off, off'n the job. Well, I had arrangqd to go on for dad's campaign, 
dad had a bad heart condition. And uh, not much I could do, I could look 
around for him like I always did. And (coughs), people I worked for were 
very, I was the only Democrat in the organization, which never bothered me, 
I never thought much about it. But uh, they were great contributors to the 
Republican Party. Well, that was their business, that didn't bother me. 
So uh, (coughs) I got interested and they had a man in that congressional 
district, a very fine man. He had been in Congress for eighteen years, 
President of the bank, still president of the bank, while he was. He never 
did anything. He always voted against everything. Well that's their 
business, so I just got interested, because Harry Truman was running, I got 
real interested. I organized that whole congressional district. It 
(lacked)? and in my own time, and I could see that they had a good chance 
to win that district. Everybody thought uh well, uh a man been in there 
eighteen years, you know. Harry Truman going to get beat you know, and why 
bother. Well, I got a hold of uh, the labor leaders up there, and the steel-
workers, and the United mineworkers. The trouble was, those fellas were fight-
ing each other over petty things, it didn't amount to anything. I got a 
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hold of them, one day, fortunately I happened to be in the mayor's office. 
And they didn't want to have anything to do, I told them, I said here you 
boys been giving thei congressional seat up. You're just giving ti by default, 
they couldn't under(stand) ... I said, why don't you fellas get together, if you 
do, you, you could elect a congressman that, that feels somewhat like you do. 
I said, you all don't do anything. You'd rather squabble with each other, 
and I said there's something you fellas, I don't think you understand, that 
labor's on the way now to being really a responsible and a terrific force in 
this country. Now, the Democratic congress gave you the right to organize, 
it's up to you to be responsible. But the trouble with you, somebody do one 
thing against you, be friends to you, do one thing against you, then you're 
out to beat them, you don't think about electing somebody, to be friendly 
to begin with, I said, I don't give a damn, I said, I'm out here for Harry 
Trwnan. I know you fellas don't like him, but the men do, maybe you don't. 
You know they was mad at him over the Taft-Hartley Act. So, I told them, 
I don't care what you do, I'm going to do what I can, I'm, my, I'm for, uh 
help Harry. Well, I met a fella up there that owned a Ford agency. Now 
he was a very progressive man. He had the first Ford agency in the United States 
that established a retirement system for his employees, and himself. Well, 
uh, I had never seen an automobile agency that had such a happy and, uh, uh, 
team working as he did. He was way ahead when it comes to sells. 
WH: Do you remember his name? 
JK: His service people, his service people had a personal interest in doing a 
good job. Was it, the way they do business up there was entirely different 
than the way they do in West Virginia. They do business on congressional 
district wide. Now this fella was the chairman of the finance committee. A 
backer, he never spent a nickle of his money. Where did he get the money 
from. He got the money from the coal operators and the steel people, which 
owned the country club up there. He had plenty of money, he'd just 
tell them how much he wanted, he'd distribute it you know in the county 
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for the camps. Well he started going around, he was interested in politics, 
and we'd have uh; keep meeting, criss-cross, and they couldn't find anybody 
up there that wanted to run for congress, up there, Democrat. This fella 
of course it wasn't a Republican run against him, you know, we had it well as 
it go so, things, we got to attending uh, joint meetings, I was arguing the 
Democratic philosophy, he was arguing the Republican. The funniest thing, I 
was the only Democrat that lived in my family, the only Democrat that uh lived 
up, I've forgotten the name of the burrough up there, very nice neighborhood 
up in Johnstown, up on the hill. I was a Democrat. Well he was a neighbor 
of mine, and we'd ride together in the same car going to these meetings and 
laugh and joke, and then get there and argue, politics uh fuss about it. 
Then get in the car and forget about it and go on home. Well, when Harry 
Trwnan came, we closed shop. Hell everybody with my company, this distributing 
company they were all out you know. There were curiosity people out to see 
Harry Trwnan. Hell, I was out cause I was for him. Biggest crowd that had 
ever turned out in the history of Johnstown was out to hear Harry Trwnan 
when he came through on that whistle stop train you know. Harry came out 
and he gave the Republicans hell. (laughs) I was there leading the cheering 
section. I saw my old Republican friends over there you know, and uh, and uh, 
I knew, I knew Harry Truman, I, I, that district had been solid Republican, I 
knew Harry Truman was going to carry. Why? I looked at the expression of 
those people, they were dead serious. Well, I went on back to the store, ware-
house, I was very content and pleased. Well they started coming in one by 
one you know. They said well it doesn't make any difference about that crowd, 
makes no difference about that crowd, they just curiosity seekers, never seen 
a President of the United States never get another chance, didn't have 
television in those days. Never get another chance to see a President, 
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they just went out to see what he looked like. I said boys you all, go, go 
ahead, that's fine with me, Harry Truman going to carry this section. No 
way, he con't do it, there's no way, he can't do it, no way. (Coughs) I said 
well, we'll see. Well, about time, getting close to time to come home 
for dinner, and uh, I got the fellas together, I did all that and I had 
a telephone call come in during my working hours, I was strict about that. 
I got together and I said now boys, the next thing now is organize, and I'm 
leaving now to go to West Virginia about a month I said go pick you a 
candidate, and let me talk to him. The main thing is to tell the damn 
fella to shut up and keep his damn mouth shut and we'll win this election 
and I said let's organize and pay for the work to do and how to do it. 
It;s yours. But we keep quiet, just get the votes out. They started with, 
that young fella, uh, he had been a pilot, and he had been assigned as an 
air attache, and that was just before I got into the uh career service. And 
he was one of them, had been in a smaller plane. Well he was getting 
ready, you know, he had married a beautiful girl from one of those Latin 
American countries. He was looking for a job. His daddy, a falla 
had been a engineer on the railroad. He couldn't find any, this guy was 
hunting for a job. They were hunting for a candidate to run for congress. 
Well, he was getting out, and the young boy, uh, thought well I run for 
congress, didn't know how he was going to win, kind of help him get a job. 
I talked with him once. I said the steel people are out and the're 
financing you npposition. And I said if you win, I think you're going to 
win unless you blow it. I said steel magnets are going to tell you how much 
they put in your campaign, they going to give you a membership in that 
country club, an they going to sweet talk you. I said, you ain't got a 
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friend in the bunch. Well, I went on back, (coughs), I was in West 
Virginia during the general election and this boy was elected. Soon as he, 
well in the the meantime after that I left. Well he got elected. The 
first thing I saw him doing, I knew some of the people, I was in the congressional 
Secretaries club, I knew everybody on the Hill, I knew some of thepeople he 
had hired. He kept sending out these press, they still had my name you know 
my old address in Pennsylvania, it had to be forwarded to me. He sent out 
these asinine, uh newsletters, uh, General Vandenburg, uh, chief, didn't 
know what he was talking about Harry Truman was crazy. And uh, you know, 
he was the fella that freshman fella wasn't dry behind the ears yet. He 
knew how to run the government. The great tragedy was that six months later 
he was killed. He got kept up his reserve commission , he was flying out 
of Washington and his plane crashed, which was a tragedy. Then the uh 
Democrats picked his mother. Now she was good. Her husband had been a rail-
road man. He didn't know nothing about politics but they thought, well, 
you know, she's a working main, and her son was gone, they put her on as far 
as I know she didn't run it, they Republicans just took it all back over. 
WH: Who was this? 
lfrs. Kee: Jim 
Mrs. 
JK: Uh! 
Kee: You're wanted on the telephone. 
JK: OK 
JK: Oh no no no your talking about ah 
WH: The one that was just killed. 
JK: Ah I've forgotten I've forgotten his 
WH: How long did you stay in Johnstown? 
JK: A year. 
name now. 
WI!: A year (JK: uh-uh) Where did you go from there? 
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JK: Alright, I turned down a nice offer from those people. I was moved into 
the number two job. I tell you what. A couple of things happened. The 
uh, after the election, uh, one of the fellas came to me, uh, invited me 
to lunch. Sure, you know, I'll go to lunch with you. And uh we were 
sitting there talking, he said to me, he said, uh, you know, if you were to 
change politics. Well I said what do you mean. He said you know there's 
going to be a vacancy in the number two spot, and it would help you if you 
were to change and register as a Republican. Well, I then proceeded, I 
looked him straight in the eye and I said my friend when you invited me 
over for lunch and I accepted, you're not going to buy my lunch. I'll 
pay for this cup of coffee when I leave. And I said, that has nothing to 
do with it. You fellas didn't hire me because you liked the way I combed 
my hair. You hired me to make money for you. As long as I make money you 
going to keep me. And I said you can go plum to hell, I said I'm a Democrat 
I'll keep my residence in West Virginia, and I said I wouldn't trade my 
political registration for you whole god damned company. And I said good day. 
At that point I got to really thinking, I was on, if I had stayed with that 
company I was on my way to making a bunch of money. I got to thinking, didn't 
owe anybody anything, first time in my life I didn't owe, you know, being 
in debt. I got to thinking, I've always been, excuse me, very interested in 
the United Nations. I knew that we were undergoing a chnage, getting away, 
you know, uh, water had shrunk, you know, that 8,000 miles in the Pacific 
and 3,000 miles in the Atlantic we weren't so isolated like we were before the 
war. Particularly with the with the coming of the airplane. And we knew 
there were very few things anymore that dealt with strictly on a bilateral, 
when two countries enter into an agreement. Most anything that had a bialateral, 
it's going to have such a signifigant effect, that it's going to have more than 
two countries involved, we were getting over to the multi, what we call 
multilateral that part will come. So, I got to thinking. If I go back 
into the federal government, I'll stay broke all my life, but more 
interested in, well the hell with my future, worried, worried about 
my children's future, what kind of, world they going to have when the grow 
up. I wrote a piece of paper, just put down ideas on what I thought the 
United Nations should do, how it should be organized. To me it made sense 
that the United Nations ought to patterned to an extent after our own congress. 
I wrote it down, and mailed the damn thing, just my thoughts. Mailed 
the dern thing to the Secretary of State, who happened to be Dean Acheson, 
never dreaming he'd ever see it. More amazed now that he ever saw it. 
Next thing I knew I got a call, to talk about it. Well, I went to washington 
one weekend, I went down there almost every weekend anyhow, at that time I had 
my children in boarding school, a Catholic boarding school. And, uh, the uh, 
they liked it. So, meanwhile I was offered the job for consideration. 
It paid about a fourth of fifth of what I was making. Just like starting 
all over again, you go in at the bottom end of the ladder as a foreign 
service staff officer. And, uh, I knew that that meant going overseas and 
I figured, uh, I don't know why I knew this at the time, uh, a civil 
service employee, they don't make the best people to serve overseas. They 
may be the best people in their subject, but when they get out of their 
balywick, you know, there's not a whole lot of improvement. So I thought 
about it, finally I decided to accept it. Told them I would, and uh they 
put me through that F.B.I. business. So I went to make an appointment with 
him, so I talked him and told him I wanted to thank him for the opportunity 
I had to work with him and I had learned a lot and hoped I had been 
satisfactory to the company and he said oh yes, we think, the board has met 
and you've been elected number two man, when my time comes to retire you'll 
be number one man, and I thanked him. I said l-1r. Crisp I appreciate that, 
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and I appreciate your confidence, but I said unfortunately my mind is made 
up. I said I have accepted, wel 1 I've got to wait on this F. B. I. check, 
I've been checked by them before, but you know, bringing it up to date. He 
tried to talk me out of it. (coughs) Well, I thanked him, I, I got along 
fine, he never wheeled enough time to say change politics or anything he 
was strictly business man, a very fair man. So, I said I should give you 
notice, I said I don't know when this is going to come through to run that 
check, I think it takes two or three months. Well later, he called me and 
he said well, he said the F.B.I. people have been in to talk to me about 
you. Then he said I want to tell you what I told them. He said I told them, 
I wasn't accepting your resignation, you were on leave, without pay. And 
by dingy if you don't like it any where in the world, I don't care where you 
are, all you got to do is get word here and we'll buy your plane ticket 
and bring you back. To me that was one of the nicest compliments a fella 
could get. I thanked him and left him in good spirits. I didn't tell 
dad what I had done. Dad had a heart attack and he was in the hospital. 
Made all the arrangements, gave up my house, uh, and uh went out got into 
Washington after midnight that night and uh I left my family and children. 
And uh went out to the hospital never bothered me about hours, never bothered 
him, didn't have any sleeping habits. Well he was in Walter Reed Hospital, 
it was about two o'clock in the morning about the time I got out there. Well 
he was in a different place in Walter Reed than where he had been they 
didn't know me, you know how people in hospitals are all the time. Well, 
I walked in some nurse came charging out you can't go in there. I said 
yes I can. Who do you think you are, I was just kidding with the nurse. I 
said Man, I'm, I'm, didn't tell her my name, I'm the governor of West 
Virginia, on an emergency and had my state fly me up here, went on and on. 
All that, that nurse was (laughs) so nervous she couldn't walk. I walked 
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on in, dad was sitting up in his bed reading, big feather bed. He was 
used to me coming in at all hours, looked at me, he said where did you 
come freom I was laughing, and that nurse was sauntering in and she was 
all flustered and I told dad what had happened and he just roared. And he 
said what you doing here. I said, well I wasn't doing anything I thought 
I'd drive, which was a normal thing. I thought I'd drive down and look 
at you, see how you were doing. And we were kidding along and I said dad 
I got something to tell you. He said well I know you got something on your 
mind. I said well, today I Jid something I don't think you're going to like, 
and he said what's that. I said well, uh, I said I took my, uh, I said 
tomorrow I'm going to take my oath of office. He said your what! I said 
I'm going to be the first foreign service officer sworn in in the morning. 
You did what! So, he said how do you think you're going to educate those 
children. I said, I'll get them educated. He said, why did you do that. 
He said give up a career and you on your way to financial security. I said 
well I'll tell you dad, the way I feel about it, if I were to stay and if I 
were to become a millionaire, I'd die and all I'd leave would be a bunch 
of my money. I don't know what the hell kind of a world its going to be 
like. Let me say this, in some little "teensy-weensy" was I'll be satisfied. 
I'm going to try to do somehtin, it was, gosh, uh, oh hell, a year or two 
years after that , one day he told me, he said he liked what I did. I 
never talked to him. He was satisfied. Well it, it was a whole lot of fun. 
WH: Where did you serve? 
JK: Uh? 
WH: Where did you serve? 
JK: Well, I served in, in Washington. I was the International Conferences 
Division. That's the division that sets up multilateral conferences, UNESCO, 
education group, our delegation to the United Nations, uh, conference. Uh, 
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the uh, I had in one area or another, I had 37 of them in one phase or 
another. What you are, you are the officer, in Washington. From there 
over, you get their uh, uh, uh, background papers all ironed out, you get 
the job I had you get them all together, you introduce everybody, you give 
them a briefing, how you're going, where you're going, where you're going 
to stay. You tell them what, what is known about other delegations. To 
an extent you have a lot of responsibilities to it. The uh, uh I was going 
to Italy, to UNESCO, going to Rome. We set the conference up, leased the 
pl ane from Capitol Airlines. And uh , oh the Governor of Georgia, he was on 
that, going over there, remember beautiful lady was the Headmistress at one 
of these schools, forgotten the name of it, she was real nice, I liked her. 
Uh, presidents of these universities and all were on this group. I was going 
we were supposed to be over there about a week. I had them all together, we 
had this huge international conference room , and it was all set up just 
like they had at the United Nations you know, people speaking into different 
phones and you had interpreters you know. I explained all that. 
End Tape 2 
Tape 3 Side 1 
JK: The fellas came in to me, I don't know two or three days before we were to 
leave, and I my passport to go to uh, uh, Rome. I was going to fly over 
you know. One of the fellas came in and uh and asked me how about let's 
swapping conferences. And uh he said I've got this conference (laughs) 
of the United States delegation to the Third North American Regional 
Broadcasting Agreement, up in Montreal and he said you know its one of 
those conferences that could go and blow up in a day, or it could last 
six months. Now you just had your youngest child born, my youngest child 
was, uh, a month old or something like that. And his wife was expecting 
a baby any minute. He said if I go up to Montreal and I'm not here when 
my baby's born I'm in trouble. And he said your conference, uh, uh, your 
people are only going to be gone a week, I don't think my baby's going to 
be born, uh, uh, that quick. But, he said at least I could get back and 
my wife would feel better. I said that's alright with me so I sat down with 
that fella and spent four hours uh, detailing him step~ by step, by step, 
he got on the plane and went to Rome. He didn't get a chance to tell me 
about that conference, hell I didn't know what a frequency was. (laughs) 
He gave me all the papers, who was on the delegation, treielegation was 
already there. Well, if you are the secretary of the delegation, you 
suppose to be there with your delegation, well he had something come 
up the reason he couldn't go. That night I was on the train, to go to, to, 
Montreal. 
· I explained to my wife what the situation was, I said I don't know 
when I'll be coming back. That was alright with her, she was used to 
me being gone anyway. It was on the (coughs) I had that night to to 
find out what the Third North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement 
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was. The chairman of it was Uncle Hyde of the Federal Communications 
Commission, the Ambassador uh, uh, what was his name (inaudible) became 
a close friend of mine after that, he was the vice-chairman, you had 
these industry advisers, well I didn't know one of them from Adam. Well, 
trying to get their ( ) you had the clear channel station peopl~. 
I was looking at the people that I was going to be working with and somewhat 
responsible for. Well I got off the train in Montreal, got me a taxi 
cab and over to the hotel I went and checked in. And I went around and 
introduced myself to the uh, the chairman, uh, I told him who I was and I 
told him Mr. Chairman, I've never been out in the field, I've run them 
from Washington, but I've never been out on the field. I said I'll 
probably make mistakes, but I said do me a favor, if you don't like 
what I tell me about it and I'll change it. He laughed you know and 
we got off to a good start and I met the ambassador and liked him. He 
was a Texas boy and I liked him instantly and his wife was only 27 
years old. I started meeting the industry people. Well meantime about 
these darn frequencies, I had to learn how you pronounce some of them, 
I had to learn what before I got through I could talk about them with one 
of the engineers, one of the experts as well I could, as well as they 
could with each another, but you know when you start. Well the secretary 
of the delegation, all your uh secretaries and all uh, if there's any 
negotiations or any contact between the conference and your delegation go 
through your secretary, doesn't go straight to your chairman. Any contact 
with any other delegation goes through your secretary of the other delegation. 
Any calls that come in they don't go to the chairman or whoever calling for, 
that goes to the secretary. He's got to know where everybody is. He has 
to fill up the conference, he he prepares the agenda, and in his job is to 
kind of be the footboy for the chairman, he makes the friends with the 
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other people's delegation. Sometimes he can find out what the chairman 
can't, he does it for the chairman you understand. And we, uh, just 
hit it off fine. All things were going fine. Well, the chairman is 
appointed by the President and he's confirmed by the Senate. Well, 
I saw this man, he was from the ( ) business and he was a very 
honest straightforward man. And uh he in the industry called this 
commission, we couldn't mine. Mine was a career job, and uh, threatened 
me about my job, never entered my mind. I was threatened by the way time 
after time, I didn't want to go home. I'm doing what I think is right. 
Well, I got to know the industry people, CBS and NBC and I don't 
remember the other name. Most selfish people I ever met in my life. The 
ABC, that was such a little ol' small, fledgling, uh network, Andrew 
G. Hallig, was their uh, uh, was there general accountant, he was a good 
man. And he was the only one that was willing to give a little. The 
purpose of that conference was because of out technological advantage, 
you know redio frequencies, they don't know a county line, or a state 
line, or a national boundary you know. (coughs) We 11 what had happened 
in the conference Dan Craven, one of the greatest engineers that ever lived, 
he invented the directional antenna. Before Dan Creven's uh, directional 
antenna, West Virginia only had four radio stations. With the directional 
antenna you could direct your signal where you wanted it. (WH: um,um) 
You had your market, That's why you've got so many uh, got three of them 
over here in Beckley, few0 miles south, you only had four in the whole 
state of West Virginia before. Cam was one of them, he was an industry 
advisor. He later became a commissioner and uh, great fact, financial 
fact advise for me, and he was retired? The reason this was called, 
because the broadcasters in the United States had been so damn selfish, 
they had raped Cuba, they had raped, the uh, Mexico, they had raped the 
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Bahamas, you know, they had any possessions they had over there, they 
took them all. You see those countries were just starting to learn 
about it. Well time, what they were doing, down in Cuba, they were 
jacking up their power. In Mexico, just right across the line from 
Texas, the uh, the President of Mexico he built, a, a, hell of a power-
ful radio station for his son in law, his daughter got married and uh 
give them something to do, well he was going to show the United States. 
I-le was letting, uh, it go down to the point and it was so, we knew it was 
so serious, they didn't have rules and regulations you about you know, 
daylight, and night stations, clear channel stations, uh, you know what a 
clear channel is, it means it only stays on that channel, that's why 
at night you know you can get these stations from Chicago come in just 
a clear as a bell. Well what was happening in Cuba, Mexico, and the 
Bahamas, they were jacking up (laughs) their power so much that if you 
turned on a radio switch, you turned on a radio station, their power 
would be so strong it come in and knock out your local station, in other 
words you could hear the Spanish just as loud as you could hear the, 
that's the situation. But the networks, you see the clear channel 
people were alright because they weren't affected, clear channel people 
at night you know, they get along, they could live with it, they were 
very helpful to us. I knew a clear channel man, that fella got $50,000 a 
year uh,uh, retainer's fee, he got uh, I've forgotten, probably $100,000 
for expenses, keep his law office open, man had a beautiful townhouse in 
Washington right across from the Shoreham Hotel. Uh, he was a widower, and 
one of the most brilliant men you'll ever meet, and they paid that guy 
$10,000 a week to move away from his office. He didn't have a, plus his 
expense account. Well, I got acquainted with him, oh he was just as fair, 
Andy Hallig, Andy told me, I know we've got to give. They had like one 
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and a half channels for every ten the other networks had. I mean the 
others ABC and CB, I mean NBC and CBS. Andy said look, we know we got 
to give up (coughs) something they just all want to holler. Well Andy 
I got to working with him, got to working with engineers, the National 
Broadcasters Association. If I wasn't hard, I'm hard-headed sometimes , 
but if I think something's right, or if I make a mist ake I make it, and 
I know I expect I'm going to pay for it, it's nobody's fault but mine. 
I've made mistakes in my life, I don't blame anybody else, I don't back 
down. I got in to it with a broadcaster. They had a fella up there, I was 
determined, the chairman was determined, he was the only man t;1at was 
determined, we were going to come out with an agreement. You know why 
they gave him that job? The industry wanted him because they thought it 
was going to be a failure. You know, that we had no chance, they didn't 
want to work, they wanted a wide open competitive thing. Now they fight 
each other, when it comes to fighting, uh, when somebody outside comes , 
they ban together figuring well, (coughs) we'll fight it out when we get 
back home. Well, I saw the chairman was a very fair, very dedicated man. 
And I made up my mind, here I was a member of this delegation, and by 
golly they sent us up here we're going to write the man a fair agreement, 
made up my mind come hell or high water. And I knew the chairman, he was 
working, that man put his heart and soul in it. Well I could be, uh, more 
frank than he could, I din't give a damn what the industry fella said. I 
wasn't in the industry, I was there to represent, represent my government, 
that's what I was assigned to do, and I was going to do it, figuring I 
would probably get thrown out, plum out of the whole service. Well, I 
caught a fella, one of the engineers, uh, what we, we, assign, you know you 
have to be a, an American, uh, uh, uh, for the plenary sessions, you were 
accredited diplomatically. Well, uh like the chairman was, he was the 
_.1 
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number one, he was the spokesman, vice chairman was the ambassador, 
uh, he was a spokesman, I was the secretary and I was a spokesman. Now 
we had our industry people that we put on committees, as well as, like some 
of our people from Phillips Communication, familiar with, chief engineer 
and all. We had, uh, both our, uh, our engineering people, their 
communications commission, and their legal force on it. Then we put 
industry people on it which were primarily clear channel boys, the uh, 
uh, the networks. Well, what this fella was doing he would set in, now he 
could talk in the committee meetings yea, but he couldn't open his mouth 
at the plenary sessions, and he'd get in and get a feel of how things were 
going, he'd go back and call up his network and tell them what's going on 
and say well lets lets hold out for this and hell and so on. Well, they're 
supposed to be confidential you know when you're negotiating. Well, 
we found some of those fellas going out and letting out what's going on 
and then their people were figuring out how they could gain and the hell 
with the uh agreement, how they could sell their gain. Well, I fired the 
fella. And uh, I told the chairman, I said Mr. Chairman you can't do 
this, unless you fire me I'm going to do it. And I said now suppose I 
just uh, go ahead and I give you my letter of resignation, put it in your 
pocket, I'm going to fire that fella and I'm going to take on the National 
Association of Broadcasters when I do it. I said he's not treating me 
right, he's not treating our government right, he's selfish. And I uh, he 
he wouldn't take my letter, I left. I called that fella in and fired him. 
I said one thing I can fire you to, the chairman can't stop me from 
this. I can lift your credentials my friend, you aren't accredited by 
the, you are accredited like the rest of, you are accredited by my 
office in Washington, ain't nobody going to touch you career fellas, I 
fired him. I looked at his credentials, called the hotel and I said that 
room is vacant, (laughs) that guy is gone, I wouldn't even get him a 
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reservation on the plane to get out of there. Next thing I knew 
National Association of Broadcasters were on me lock, stock, and barrel. 
I said hell no, and if I catch anybody else, and I c~ught that fella 
red handed. Well I, I was, I didn't meet the uh, people in in the industry 
too well. That was the first they had heard of me. Had a, we got into 
it and we uh, uh, the Canadian government got tired of us. What you do, 
the, uh, host country, you elect them the chairman you know. And uh, 
well we had a fella from Canada was chairman, well I got acquainted with 
him, and I liked him, and we got along fine. Well that poor fella was 
having to go back to Ottawa. (laughs) The Canadian parliament was giving 
him a rough time, we're the host, this is costing us too much, you know, 
quit the conference. Well he came, he came back, and I gave, his suite 
of rooms was right next to my little ale single room, and we'd get to 
talking. I kept telling him, I said wait a minute, we're we're making 
headway, now we're going to get this thing resolved, can't you hold off. 
I don't know, the instructions from my parliament are to adjourn it, 
sign it out, that's it. And I talked him out of it, tried to talk him 
out of it, or I diverted his attention, to something else. Well, the 
way we found out where the Mexicans and the Cubans were, they'd get 
mad and pack up their bags, they were going to leave. Well, when they'd 
get in there and start fighting in their quarters and you could hear 
furniture breaking, we knew they were negotiating. For example the 
chairman of the Cuban delegation, they all were different now, he was a 
communications lawyer in his own country, he was head of communications 
in his own country, in Cuba, (laughs) he didn't have to go back to the 
Cuban government, that was way before the days of Castro, he didn't 
have to go back, he was the guy that made the decision, he was looking 
after his own interests you know. Had the same problem with Mexico, 
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they would swear and be damned in the plenary session they were even 
you know. The chairman he just recessed them they could return you 
know. They'd go back and throw their suitcases outside and then they'd 
get to fighting in there, I don't mean fistfighting, I mean raising their 
voices, in there hollering. Let me tell you, you know Latin people uh,uh, 
when when they want to argue and raise their voice, they do a pretty 
good job of it you know, they talk Spanish so damn fast, (snaps fingers) 
it's just like a, uh, machine gun going off. Couldn't understand them, 
I don't know what keeps them if their native born, it don't. Well, they uh 
they recessed it, uh, been there three months. I got home on Christmas 
Eve, I say my daughter, my little ol' girl was about four months old I 
guess when I got back. Got home Christmas Eve and before I went home I went 
around buying up all the damn toys I could, uh, I could find. Dwnpe<l them 
in my car and took them home. They negotiated (coughs) for three months, 
seperately. Called the conference together, and the manager of uh the old 
time American Union we used to call it, the Organization of American States, 
was in the plenary session. The Assistant Secretary for Latin American 
Affairs was a pretty smart boy. He, uh, in the National Broadcasters 
Association had a fella by the name of Thorniet Gunderglitz, he, he was 
a red headed fella, much bigger than I am, same kind of complexion, smart, 
the man was brilliant. He was in charge of government operations for the 
National Association of Broadcasters. The chairman of the National 
Association of Broadcasters, now I didn't like him. When we had our meeting 
up, our last meeting, up in, uh,uh, in Montreal, oh, Scott was the, uh, 
majority leader of the Senate, he was a Democrat from Illinois. And boy 
that old boy was on the Senate floor raising hell about our delegation, said 
they won't sign, of course you know if you uh, enter into an agreement its 
got to be ratified by the Senate. Ranting all over the place, telling us 
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that, see Harry Truman was President, telling us that we were selling 
out the United States, and that the majority leader he absolutely refused 
to have the Senate ratify and if necessary he was going to haul us down 
before the Senate. Well, the telephone started ringing. I got, of course 
calls came through me, and uh my name got out of course they recognized me. 
I got, going to have the President fire you. I said, well, go ahead, its 
alright with me, I'll, I'll go in his back door and tell him what you 
fellas are doing, its alright. They took care of our representatives. 
They was giving our representatives, what our representatives would do 
every night, I, I enjoyed sitting back watching them. The ABC boys, 
like to take their turn you know their G group from Q group, NBC (laughs) 
taking the Mexicans, the other network would be taking the ---
man I am dying. By god they'd go out and drop $10,000 
uh, uh, you know a great big bash for them you know. Hell, um, um, I 
got my hotel room, I had to pay my meals, I got five dollars a day. 
couldn't afford to eat, I'd go down to the damn drug store and get break-
fast, I'd go to the drugstore for lunch. I'd go in the dining (coughs) 
room for dinner, I took_______ I couldn't take those people 
out, and uh, dine them. But I'd, I'd, listen to them talk you know. Gosh, 
they'd get to be so damn serious, they'd get liquored up a little but you 
know, and they'd get one of them to agree with them you know, he'd say he 
won't cause any fires up on, up on Joe's 
Its funny to watch the way they operated Well uh, (pats foot) the chairman 
got disgusted with it, he had worked out an extremely fair, I thought, uh, 
being I knew nothing about the technical end and could see that he was fair. 
Well, those guys um, he called for the meeting and he sat down not going 
to cram anything down their throats. And he said I'll give them a chance 
first, he called the day, uh, uh, I think about three days from that, in 
which we were going to have our own delegation meeting, and then we 
were going in to the plenary session. These fellas were call, calling 
you know, by god, don't you all do anything till we get there. (coughs) 
Well they had the presidents, they had the chief engineer, they had the 
general counsel of all the networks, your larger radio stations, they 
had the same kind of set up. I met them all. Now I told the chairman, 
I said Mr. Chairman, I said, when you open the meeting, would you recognize 
me? He said what for? I said, you know you're a fair man. We got 
more trouble people than I ever saw before in my life . I said here 
is my letter of resignation. I ain't resigning from the foreign service, 
I'm resigning from this, I don't want you to accept it, until I've said 
what I have to say. He said now Jim, he said, you know it's to their 
own interest what we!re doing, and they just, each one of them trying to 
be, jump on the other. So, well he opened up to me, (inaudible), I've 
been in rough groups before, but I never saw a group, it seems like it 
don't make me nervous, they never have, but they are ready to chew us 
up and spit them out you know. The chairman recognized me. I had, well 
I didn't tell him what I had, cause I knew. I started talking. I said, 
look, I said you boys have your representatives out there, and they've 
all done a hell of a good jo~. It's a difficult task and they've done 
, a darn responsible job, and the trouble with you fellas, you're too 
selfish for your own pocketbook, you don't give a damn about interest 
of others, and that holds up for all of you, you boys sitting back. I said 
now, I said there is a fella that I was going to fire, but we're 
having our plenary session and that's it. If it wasn't for that I'd 
fire him and that's something the chairman can't tell me to do, this 
is my responsibility. And I called on Forney, I said Forney, damn you, 
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by god you told me you had to go to New York to consult your superiors. 
I said, what in the hell did you do? You went to New York, your 
headquarters in New York, and I said, by god, from - New York you sent 
telegrams, which I had copies of them, fellas would get mad and they'd 
come in and slam the telegram, well they left them and I put them in 
my pocket. I said you said the same thing. You sent telegrams to every 
damn radio station in the United States and said we had, that this 
delegation, had selected that one station to discriminate, and I said 
you're a damn liar and you know it. I said you're not fit, fit to be 
in this delegation. God, Foley got red in the face, he couldn't deny 
it, they all had gotten the telegrams, but that was the first they 
knew that the other fella had gotten one. (laughs) Well, uh, let me 
sit down. I told them what we were going to do. They weren't happy 
with it at all, so we met and what we agreed to do was to uh, recess I 
think three months, whatever it was continuing negotiations. Well 
back to Washington we went, we started negotiating again, meantime, 
uh, uh, uh, uh, the nuts and bolts had been pretty well worked out you 
know, we were just putting the finishing touches on it. We were 
meeting, fella who was assistant secre, I've forgotten his name, very 
intelligent fella, kind of a short fella, he a, a little bit on the 
heavy side. He was to come in and address them. You know, he was to give 
the welcoming you know, we still, we kept our Canadian's chairman, we 
didn't want to change chairmans you know for this conference we didn't 
want to do that, be diplomatic you know. So, he came over to address 
us. Well I got everybody in, and I was out waiting to escort him in. 
Well, he and Forney were real good friends. Forney was there, he had his 
speech, his, his notes for his speech. And he said if you don't like it 
Mr. Secretary, I mean, you know you' re welcome. I said let me tell 
,1 
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you, this things going to be agreed to, and he said Forney, how can? 
Forney said, oh, Mr. Secretary it'll never work, we'll never stand 
for it, and I looked at him and I said Forney, you · as crazy as hell. 
I said, yea its going to be written, that means in spite of your 
opposition and what you could do. Forney and I we got into it, we 
weren't bosom buddies as you know, just he had his belief, he was doing 
his job and I was doing mine, strictly that, our purposes were a little 
different. Well when uh got in, the Secretary didn't think of it, 
hell he knew Forney and he was a lot more familiar with the industry 
than I was. I didn't, uh, give a damn about the industry, you know, 
I didn't have any reason to know anything about them, other than the 
fact they existed, and some vague idea of what they did. (coughs) 
walked out to the secretary and I said, you going to find that Forney 
don't know what the hell he talking about. I said this agreement is 
going to be made, its going to be ratified right here in Washington. Just 
that it was. We got cussed out. (laughs) There it was, all the 
other countries ratified it, all the networks were opposed to it, 
they testified against it, Senate had good sense to rati, we were the 
last country to rati. That Scott I was telling you about, I can, I was 
up uh, in uh, uh in lock up? I was knew what, you know what the broad-
casting industry was doing to him, they were threatening him. He was 
running for re-election, I knew the industry was going to fight him, I 
knew that from up there, they were laughing about it, scare him. Well 
you see, he was trying, he thought he was pacifying them, and he was 
cow towing to them, they cut his that's when Dirksen was elected, Dirksen 
defeated him, they were behind Dirksen all the damn time, and why that 
guy. Well anyway its a long story. Andy and I kept up our friendship. 
When I was in Washington there were only two few places I would ever 
go when I'd leave the office. One I something that I really, 
thoroughly enjoyed doing, only time, the only time . you could get 
me away from there; or when it was something like that. I went to 
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the Communications Bar Association Meeting. Hell they treated me like 
a king. Not argue with them, I understood them, and they understood 
me. And those Communications lawyers, my god, you talk about somebody 
making money, those fellas are rolling. Went out to one huge estate, 
guy owned a hundred and some acres in Virginia, he had a mansion, hell 
Mount Vernon looked (laughs) like a stable to what that fella (laughter) 
he had horses. Do you know what he had to run around his farm? He had 
a fleet of the larger size Buick station wagons, you know like you'd 
have a pick up truck, thats what he had, and that's the kind uh. Well, 
uh, I liked Andy, Andy drank a whole lot. But that boy, he his mind, 
liquor seemed to sharpen it. TI1at guy was one of the greatest engineers, 
and communications men. He won the biggest damn case thats ever been won 
in history up up to that point, Andy, (coughs) I liked to see Andy and 
every now and then he'd come up and I'll quit. And I get mad at Andy 
and he'd come over to my house, my children were little, hell he'd 
give them a hundred dollar bill, and I said no way. (laughs) That 
was just the way Andy was you know and uh you couldn't change him. 
Well, Andy asked me one day if I would come down and have lunch with 
him, and I said, I knew it was getting pretty close time for me to go 
overseas. Andy said Him, uh, my dad while I'm yea, dad was a living, dad's 
salary as a congressman was $12,500 a year at that time, and that was 
dad's salary. (coughs) Andy said, come down and have lunch with him, 
sitting there with Andy and his law partner, it happens that Andy is 
long since dead. His number one partner was an awful good friend of 
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mine, he's the general counsel for ABC today. Uh, the uh sitting 
down there talking with them, and Andy said, Jim he said, I want to 
talk to you, and I said sure Andy. He said (coughs) I've been 
authorized to make you an offer, well I knew Andy was honest as the 
day, he wouldn't have any ulterior motive, wasn't anything I could 
do for Andy anyhow. Uh, you see all this was, I was through with 
communications, that conference was, it was all, everything was past 
and gone. Andy said ABC is sponsoring you to suceed Forney. I said 
well where in the hell is Forney. Hell he's a communications attache 
(laughs) at the Mexican embassy. I didn't know, you know, Forney 
had gone. And he said we've talked with the other boys, they want 
to offer you that job. I said hell, I don't know anything like 
Forney knows about it. He said ju:t a minute. He said your salary 
wi 11 be the same as Forney' s. 
end side 1 
Tape 3 side 2 
WH: Where did you go after this conference on broadcasting, well particularly 
your uh, in Uruguay. 
JK: Oh, well that was the first thing I, I knew they were having meetings. 
The National Relief Administrative Officer, that's what my title was. 
(WH: um-um) Well that's a diplomatic post. The uh, you diplomatic list 
and you diplomatic passports for family. And there is also a tremendous 
need in all industries to have an administrative officer. The administrative 
officer, of course he works under the jurisdiction of the uh, of the, am-
bassador, but he's the fella that has to know everything that's going 
on, lock, stock, an<l barrel, he's the fella thats responsible for it. 
Of course you got a finance officer under him, a lot of that, but he's 
still the fella in the final, the bottom line, anything goes wrong 
he's the fella thats responsible for it. Well, the personnel people 
uh, who were still at that time civil service employees, uh this is 
during that change from uh, the two uh combining into one, you know 
the career foreign service. The uh, they were fighting (coughs) for 
(coughs) administrative officers. Uruguay, the man said, had not had 
an administrative officer for over a year, or- over two years. It was 
almost that, Uruguay is uh, is as you look at it, it's one of the nicer 
assignments you can go to, from that standpoint. As far as organization 
of the embassy, there wasn't any, because they hadn't had an administrative 
officer. Well you know when it comes your time you're going somewhere, 
you have no more idea where you're going than the man in the moon, 
and there isn't any such thing as saying, going to pick us out like 
to go to such and such, well that just doem1' t work. T'nose fellas 
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are fighting, they're, they're fighting for quali~ied men to go you 
know, you have to make your first assignment overseas, and that was my 
first assignment overseas. Because of the need, my name happened to come 
up for consideration at that time. Uh, uh, they uh decided that the 
greatest need was Uruguay and my name was on top of the list. I uh 
got a call, and (coughs) not the next day, but the day after, I was on 
the plane, I was on my way to Uruguay. Thats just how fast those things, 
those things happen. Of course what you're doing, there's enough fellas 
that, that are familiar with it they can, you know, pick up you know, 
before you get into the main, what you're doing, I was on my way to 
Uruguay. Met the ambassador, went to the Uruguayian reception for our 
new ambassador. He was Eddie Roddin, Eddie Roddin was, used to be known, 
uh, uh, uh, as tne renown writers in the United States. Eddie was with 
the uh and Connecticutt Act, Eddie's actually 
the fella who did most Gf the work on it. Well, uh he was uh, publicity 
man for the uh, Democratic National Committee. Most of them liked 
Eddie, Eddie was a he was, he was a man, that uh, he was the kind of 
journalist I like. Eddie was well educated, well thought out, and when 
he wrote something, it made sense. He was the kind of fella, he thought 
things out, he just didn't slip off like some of these so called (coughs) 
columnists do, and, and just give an opinion, just because it's his opinion, 
Eddie, Eddie did his thing. I met Eddie, along with other ambassadors. 
And uh, we both had similar backgrounds, there on the hill. And uh, 
Eddie, Eddie was a bachelor, he had never been married. Eddie said, 
you flying down, and I said yes, well Eddie wouldn't fly. He said fine, 
you got to run the embassy until I get there, cause I'm coming down on 
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the boat. Takes eighteen days you know, to sail it. Oh, I took my middle 
daughter and we flew down, an<l didn't do a dern thing till Eddie 
got there. When, when Eddie didn't like staying there alone (laughs) 
while my daughter an<l I stayed there. Eddie couldn't speak Spanish 
and I couldn't speak Spanish, but we stayed there, you know, uh, my 
wife and uh my youngest daughter, we left my oldest daughter here in 
school, until she finished school. Eddie and I got along famously, we 
had a ball down there. Eddie was uh, oh one interesting thing that 
happened while we were down there. The Uruguayians because they were 
afraid, uh, deathly afraid of a dictator. Peron, it was in his heyday 
in Argentina, he was giving the Uruguayians a rough time. They do 
business in in that world from state to state, like we do, from country 
to country like we do from state to state. Some businessmen (coughs) 
in Uruguay, had business in Uruguay had business in Argentina. Argentine 
businessmen had business in Agrentina and had business in Uruguay. Just 
like if you got a, a store in Virginia and a store in West Virginia, it 
its that sort of thing. Well Peron was cracking down on those people, 
he was getting hims.elf in political trouble at home. He killed that 
agricultural section down there. Remember it used to be that the finest, 
uh, uh, met served on the table to the royalty of Europe, the royalty 
of Europe you know, those cattle in Argentina you know, all that died. 
If for ten centimeters, like ten cents you'd ride the bus, street car 
over there, hell it went up to uh a peso, you know, just like a dollar. 
And he had these pictures up there, what congress will do its funny, 
what dictators will do, every street corner's got their picture on it, 
until another takes over, then that picture comes down and another 
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one you know is painted, they're just painted over you know, they're just 
painted over and over on the wall. Well, everything went into Evita's 
charity, you know uh uh she was a dance hall girl, you know, when he met 
her and h~, he made a singer out of her. And I wouldn't want to say 
that she didn't have the, I wouldn't say she had the best voice in the 
world, but you know, she was a pretty fair singer, and everything was 
Evita's. Well what they did over in , in uh (coughs) Argentina and this 
probably became much more familiar with it later on when I was down there, 
was uh, the health inspector would come by your place of business. He 
kind of suggested uh the Evita Foundation would like to have five or ten 
thousand pesos. If you can't come up with that five or ten thousand pesos, 
the next day inspector be around, if something be wrong, that inspector 
come around, inspect something else and it was wrong, and you held out much 
longer, you didn't own that business any more, it became a part of Evita's 
uh, foundation you know, supposedly. Well, they had these, it's summer 
at Christmas time down there. In the center of Buenos Aires, they have 
uh the uh Presidential Palace. It's a great big huge place, looks to 
me like its about, in the middle of about four square blocks. And all 
around, you know how the White House wall looks you know, it's like that 
only about twice as iliong, its about as wide, and about twice as long. 
There are more bicycles out there, I don't think you could get another 
bicycle out there. Well, she makes a great "tado" on giving those 
bicycles, you know, (coughs) to the, to the poor. Well that's where the 
money comes in for the palace, he, he, he was building her up, and Peron 
kept first class balance between his military and his police force, and 
the labor people. Labor boys, they could have anything they wanted 
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down there. Peron give it. He kept those two balanced off you see, 
and uh, he was a big compromiser and he'd keep peace between them. 
Well, the uh, Peron he got so darn rough, the people of Paraguay 
was scared of him, you know where Paraguay is, right next to Argentina, 
adjacent, you know, to Argentina and Uruguay, and somehow Paraguayian 
people would go over there and they'd disappear. They got dungeons, 
they don't have, uh, jails for prisoners, they got dungeons over there. 
If you ever been in one of them once you'd be damn glad to be out of it. 
I was in one of them once in Uruguay and got the hell out of it. Well 
anyway, the uh, the people in uh, in Uruguay decided they were going to 
have an election, and they had two parties down there. Party in control 
was very friendly towards the United States, the other party, they 
didn't like us worth two cents. They were puppets for the communists. 
I remember one time we were doing a survey down there, they had eighteen 
tons of uh, of uh, communist propaganda coming in there for every 
pound of what we had, you know we had social programs down there, we had 
educational uh, uh, programs we put on all over. Hell, he uh, 
checked with the uh, um adorma, you know the customs house, find out 
whose case we're getting, and Tunney, he used to watch (coughs) 
those communists down there, man was the bravest man I ever saw in my 
life. He was the chauffeur for the uh, uh, Soviet Union embassy. Hell 
uh, in the secret police over there he was above the ambassador, but he 
was the meanest looking one thing I ever laid two eyes on. He was apt 
to come around you know these diplomatic folks you know, you don't 
say I'm not a going because Joe Blow's there you know. Certain things 
are wrong. (laughs) Instead of mailing, enbassies don't mail invitations 
they send them around, you know. He (laughs) come in to see me, you know. 
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He never go to my residence, he always came to the embassy, you know. 
Never go to the residential, he'd come go to the embassy, down town 
Montevideo. And he handed something to me all wrote out you know, that, 
just watching him, it looks like he's always looking for something 
to be dishonest. Well at any rate Packer he went in one way and I went 
out the other, I was going to see how they conduct the elections down 
here. Lord you would have thought you was conducting an election, a general 
election between Democrats and Republicans in West Virginia. (laughs) 
It's set up the same way, and you can just watch them, they go get 
people to vote, you know. Well what they did when they changed the 
constitution, they agreed that uh, I think it was a council of nine 
present, and so many of them according to the vote would be one party 
and so many of the other, and they'd rotate the president. They were 
elected for nine years, you be the president this year, and I'll be the 
president next year, and so and so will be president next year. And uh, 
oh Ambassador Roddin uh, made, uh, uh, a report to the President, to 
Harry Truman, on how smooth it was and how it was just like an election 
at home. Well, nonetheless the uh Foreign Service man resigned and 
Harry Truman went out of office. I came back to the -----
House, and Roddin got an appointment, you know everybody was just like 
this, and uh everybody forgot Harry Truman, one of the greatest President's 
this country's ever had. Well, I thought I'll just call up down there 
get an appointment go down let Harry Truman. Two people can't get along 
as President. You know the news media was pretty obvious in ignoring 
him, you know, every time Ike blow his nose, you know, it made headlines 
you know, in the newspapers, and uh so (coughs) he got him an appointment 
with dad I went with him, figured Harry would remember me I had caused 
him some headaches when I was in the State Department, but uh in we 
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went into the oval office. Of course he remembered dad. One thing, 
people don't realize this and it was so obvious, w~en dad died, that's 
when the Republicans were, were uh, testing Harry Truman's foreign 
policy. When dad died (coughs) he was the last leader in congress 
that they had. What the Republicans, now I never told them, down in 
my district, because I was afraid you know, afraid mother would lose in 
the election. The Republicans, you see everything went Republican 
real fine, good nice fella named Si Gaddin ran against mother. Hell 
of a nice fella always, he's dead now, pretty real nice fella. But 
what they wanted to do, was to defeat mother. They was going to use 
that, we don't need more people to defeat the President's foreign 
policy, but anyway, they uh, (unintelligble). Well uh when we got 
there to see him, he was waiting, we were waiting, we had plenty of 
time, you know you call on the President you know how busy his time 
is, you never keep him waiting. Most of the cabinet members was mingling 
around, in the outer office there. Found out that that was his last 
meeting with his cabinet, before he gave up office. Well I went in and 
I had a real nice talk with him, and I asked him, he told us some things 
about the election which we had figured from the first time when there 
was no doubt about it, and well I said Mr. President, I said uh, Ambassador 
Eddie Reddin sent you a report, I helped him write it, down in Uruguay. 
He said well thats one of the best reports I ever read in my life, 
just like that, he, he, he, he, he knew about that report. We got, got 
up to leave and he said sit down, sit down, sit down, and he kept insisting 
so we actually stayed with him about another fifteen minutes, walked 
out again, and he had his cabinet meeting. Harry Truman was the happiest 






to uh, um, back home to Independence, Harry didn't care what anybody 
thought. (laughs) He was going home and relax. 
What other things did he tell you? 
Uh? 
While you were in the meeting with him. 
Oh he just talked. Oh, a few things about Ike. (laughs) You see Ike 
was a very popular President, (WH: yea) he was a hero. Popular because 
he didn't do anything. He was talking to, uh, Ike about some of our 
major domestic programs that were going on right under Ike's nose when 
he was over in, uh, Europe, the Marshall Plan, you ever hear of the 
Marshall Plan? Ike hadn't! By golly he was back, he had been commanding 
general over there, he hadn't. Ike was telling him about it. Ike 
looked at him and told him he didn't know what he was talking about . That 
came from Harry Trwnan. Harry was disgusted with him, you know, because 
of his lack of knowledge (WH: wn, um) Ike didn't even bother to do a damn 
thing, he happened to be President at a good time, you know everything 
was going fine. Money boards were getting their money, first thing he 
did was increase the interest rates. Alright, shot the hell up out 
of our national debt, that was what really started your, your, uh uh, uh, 
increase in interest rates, that's exactly where it started. Read your 
history and disagree with me, I'll be glad to sit down and go over your 
facts. 
WH: Was this 1953 (JK: wn-um) Did you ever meet Eisenhower? 
JK: Yea, Mother a lot more friendly with him than I was. Uh, she'd go down, 
he'd invite her down to lunch, you know, that's thats pretty good. 
What I knew, I had, his number one assistant with Pepsico, he and I worked 
together on the floor of the House, when I was assistant clerk of the 
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House. (WH: um) And uh, we were good friends . He was the fella 
that wrote Ike's proclamations, Ike wouldn't sign a dern thing without 
they fella had, for example when Ike was elected, we only had one man 
out of the fifth district that wanted a ticket for the innauguration, 
one man, you get eight. I called this friend of mine in the White 
House, Mother didn't have any use for them, nobody asked her for them. 
I called him and I said, I guess you're in a jam down there, every-
body wanting tickets, and uh, uh, no way you can get them, he said 
that's right. You see later on I was vice-chairman of the Innaugural 
Committee, I was in charge of State's participation, under Kennedy and uh 
Johnson, of course Ike was President eight years before that. I said 
hell, I said we got our allottment, our allottment was eight tickets, we 
only got one man from the district, he's, he's either rabid Republican 
or he's a good good personal friend of mine, we had to give it to him, 
he's up here by himself. I said here's seven tickets, he said lord 
god, he sent a White House car around to the office to pick it up. That 
was the way I, I, I knew Ike. Something that didn't affect our district 
or, you know, didn't affect us politically, hell I'd cooperate and help 
them, but I did it for a reason, I figured somebody would get in a jam 
like me, wouldn't be too bad, to have somebody down there might help, 
pull, pull a door for you, you know, from time when you, when you. Now 
another thing, you know just shake hands, I never, I never, I'm wonder -
ing, I used to go to the White House all the time, when Roosevelt was 
in, I enjoyed it, to go down there. We 11 , there's no damn thri 11 for me 
to go to the White House, won't see a damn thing I hadn't seen. I don't 
really enjoy it, if I met somebody that's never been, yea, I don't mind 
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taking them or if I got a couple of good buddies, friends that 
are going, I don't mind to go with them, spent more time talking with 
them, shake hands, maybe see a few old friends, doesn't mean a 
damn thing. I have no desire to go to see Ike. When I was on the list 
I got invitate, I've thrown them all away, I should have kept them 
for my grandchildren, never thought about it what the damn things were. 
I knew, I just thought I just. Ike had a hell of a temper, I used 
to have people in while they was over, oh he's got such a sweet smile, 
I thought my God, you hear that, that fe 11 a' s got a nasty temper, 
he cussed like a trooper. I know a fella we got a fella in southern 
West Virginia still living today, they were on his damn staff, and 
their problem with him was, he couldn't make up his mind. They was 
"on his staff overseas, but they'll tell you he's the greatest man in this 
country that ever lived, thats cause he got to be President, and he 
happened to be a strong Republican. (WH: um, um) Well I, he wasn't . 
all that sweet in my opinion. Uh, uh, he'd walk through the White House, 
at night, the employees were uh, you know, there permanent employees, 
you know, maids and all, as they should be, they was scared to death of 
that man. They couldn't, hell no they'd jump higher than the enemy, cause 
he didn't think they ought to be there and he didn't make no bones about 
it, he was rough with them. I knew uh, Roosevelt, I was in his office, 
I went in there. 
WH: Did you get to meet FDR? 
JK: Yea, I went in there with dad, I liked FDR. FDR was down to earth. They 
had (coughs) Harry Truman, we were down to see him. I'd been I uh, 
shaking hands, I'd been to functions you know, same room with him, you 
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know, not anything, buddy buddy talk. or anything like that, and when 
uh, uh Kennedy was President, I knew him, I went down and presented Cabell 
to him. I hired his personal secretary, Evelyn ( ) I hired 
her as mine, after Kennedy was assisinated. I like L, hell I got more 
out of LBJ than all of them put together, not for me personally but 
for the district . Where do you think they got all that damn money . They 
did get a billion and a half, we quit counting at a billion and a half. 
I hadn't ever bothered to count it, ask Frank Tsutras, I imagine it 
was a lot closer to three or four billion dollars. 
WH: Well, one of the articles I read said a billion and a half dollars, 1965 
to 1970, '68. 
JK: Probably, that was probably up to '68 I guess . 
WH: Yea, I'm sure. Go back a little bit, finish up, this side of the tape. 
(JK: Good) Your, uh, roll with the Housing Authority, this would have 
been back in the forties wouldn't it? 
JK: Um, um. 
WH: Tell me a little bit about that. 
JK: Oh (coughs) uh, the uh, I went down, I was offered a job, I went to the 
hill, and I had second thoughts about leaving the hill and I loved it. 
The uh um , they needed a housing advisor, we had, uh, these uh, public 
housing projects that was starting, and the uh, well first thing we did 
was liquidated the old HOLC, Home Owners Loan Corporation, loans, and 
that was the first program that started when Roosevelt, (WH: Is that 
one of FDR's programs?) Already got more prominent people than you can 
shake a stick at, that were loosing their home, and thats the thing 
that saved them. I' 11 be damned next election, hear those fellas up on 
,,1 
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the raido (coughs) giving the administration, giving Roosevelt hell. Yea, 
I knew what had saved their homes. Well, they uh, they started which 
was a wonderful,wonderful, idea to begin with. We had some of the darndest 
slum conditions that you would not believe. One illustration, right down 
in Washington, down at the foot of the Capitol, there's a, a house, the 
Labor and House Office Building is built on that site now. There was an, 
an old building down there, had one room in it, it did not, the windows 
had been broken out, it had cardboard on them. It did not have floors in it. 
It had a hole in the middle of the floor where they went to the bathroom, there 
was no heat. TI1ere were six families that lived in that one, I been in it, 
I've seen it. There were six families that lived in there. They were all 
ages from little new born babies, you know, up to grandpa . Now I'm a 
grandfather, and I'm a great grandfather and I don't mean he's old, you 
understand that. (laughter) But, but the idea, no privacy, no pri - , couldn't 
go to the bathroom, well, man and his wife, I don't know how they'd ever 
sleep together and get anything done, living like that, get your children 
to stand and hold up a sheet or something you know. Those uh, those people 
are not there by choice, you know, I'm not defending them, it's just they 
happened to be caught, they couldn't help it. There wasn't no such thing 
as, uh, public relief as we know it today, public assistance, there wasn't 
anything like that. They were people of the men, give them credit . I've 
seen the reports when they were investigating part of what went in to 
build the program. There was a definite need. The children had no hope, 
they didn't have any clothes. You take, it gets cold in Washington, it 
gets colder there than it gets here, you know how much snow we have here, 
now look you go out without any shoes or socks. I expect them to go to 
school, there's no way, they'd die of pneumonia. No such thing as having 
a doctor, there was no such for them, and that, that is not an extreme case, 
A , .. 
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I'm not picking out the worst case. Alright, uh, the idea was let's have 
public health, (coughs) and in that they have what you call a tenants 
relations division, I wasn't in it but I knew what was going on, I was an 
advisor. What they did, congress appropriated money, and they had local 
authorities, established by local people. When it first started I saw 
miracles, little miracles happen, to me tl1ey were real miracles. (coughs) 
You know there's, to avoid overcrowding there's X number of feet you know, 
per, per person . Your family's are limited, your income has to be limited, 
you pay what you can, and your government pays the rest. You get a decent 
place to live. The uh, uh, local authorities are running it, and uh one 
thing I disagreed with them at the time, and it proved I was right, I didn't 
have any foresight, it just made common sense to me. They turned the money 
over to local authorities, and when you get into it, just like what we get 
into about economic development. I'll tell you what we did in West Virginia, 
of course we didn't have that damn foolishness in West Virginia, I gave 
the money to them, I gave them the guidelines, local people would get aggravated 
and the first damn thing you know the really responsible people on that 
board they kind of get tired of it, you know, I've done my public employment. 
Then you get the people on there that are finigling around there, they can 
get something out of it, it's a fact that's what happens. To start out with, 
I've seen little children black or white it makes no difference, same 
thing happens. I've been in those places, I've seen those little kids with 
tears in their eyes, so proud that they live in a place, why I've got running 
water, and got electricity, I'm proud to have my schoolmates, my friends come, 
I'm not ashamed to see where I live. Now that means something to the child, 
it, it gives them the motivation of self-respect, this I've seen. Alright, 
you have regulations and you go out and see. On Thursday only, you know you 
didn't have these washing machines and dryers and all like women are used to 
now, they had to wash the way they washed and they'd take their clothes out 
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and hang it. Hang their clothes, you know there wasn't no such thing as 
broken down shade or broken down, uh, clothes line. There was one after-
noon a week, the women, uh, uh you know would all take their time or 
turn washing, and then they'd go out and take their turn at hanging clothes 
up, and t11en they'd take them off and fold them, you know, and try to get 
them back and iron them or whatever they could do with them. We had programs , 
this is near me, we had programs in which we utilized, we suggested, utilize 
the talents of the mothers that were there. And through their own little 
associations, raise a few pennies to get some paper, get crayons, little art 
classes for the little kids, they had little playgrounds then, you know, 
they were always spotless, it was up to them to uh, to keep it policed, cleaned 
up you know. Uh, the uh, there was a, a tremendous (coughs) response 
coming from those women. The thing was set up, your tenant relations group, 
they had educated accountants you know to follow through, you had your 
management people to go in. Alright, they, they, they, they gave away too 
much, they didn't keep enough control over it. They tried to let the 
authorities to assume the responsibility, I mean to uh, to, to, honestly 
to do a job, the trouble was, you give them the damn money the people don't 
appreciate it, now I'm not talking about the tenants, at this point I'm 
talking about the local housing authority, that's what I'm talking about, 
the way it was constructed in those days. Well, one thing you had to watch, 
when people got an increase, you know their wages went up, they could pay 
more rent, that's a fairer thing to do it. Well what they had to watch, which 
local authorities did not do, they didn't keep close enough check on them. 
People make a little more money and swear they didnit. (WH: Um- um) Now 
they didn't follow through with the elligibility requirements, once you 




speak. It deteriorated down to the point, I'm sad to say I've seen it, 
I'm sad to say, because they gave too damn much, they was giving it away, 
without following through on it, it's tragic, I have seen those places 
that have gone to pot, I have seen those places where the sinks have been 
yanked out of the wall, I've have seen those places where they've torn 
the windows out of the windows. Why? Because, the local authority didn't 
do their job, thats exactly why. But another thing, in that, at that 
period of time, it was the thing, you know we're on the right track, what 
I objected to myself, was look, if you're giving taxpayers money to this 
authority you've set up, you've got to see that they follow through. 
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